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ABSTRACT

The University of Manitoba and its research partners are developing an Advanced

Process Control System for optimization of autoclave processing of composite parts. The

objectives of this thesis focussed on two aspects of this APCS: the development of

software for predicting thermal boundary conditions for a composite part in an autoclave,

and assisting with the development of an optimization module. Both objectives have

been realized; the first objective through the development of the SIMCLAVE software

and the ARS model, and the second objective through the successful adaptation of the

genetic algorithm code obtained from NRC. Development of these softwares involved

experimentation and simulation. The modelling of the thermal boundary conditions was

broken into two components, predicting the heat transfer coefficient along the boundary

of the part (using SIMCLAVE) and the autoclave air temperature as a response to the

autoclave temperature and pressure control instructions (using ARS). Development of

SIMCLAVE required modelling of the effect of XY position in the autoclave, the

inclination angles y and 0 for a flat plate, and the effect of the vacuum bag and tool

eggcrating on heat transfer. Also the effect of inter-part shadowing was quantified in this

study. The empirical equations developed were combined together to create the

SIMCLAVE software. The autoclave response to control inputs was modelled and

recommendations for its implementation as the ARS module for the APCS were

provided. It was found that this model could satisfactorily predict the air temperature

from the autoclave setpoints. Therefore the measured autoclave air temperature was used

for the simulations rather than waiting for the ARS software to be completed. The



combination of the SIMCLAVE module and the use of the measured autoclave air

temperature provided significantly improved part temperature predictions over the default

boundary condition model provided in the process model, COMPRO, used in this study.

The improved part temperature predictions were used to facilitate current cure cycle

optimization work and laid the foundation for future process control efforts. The ARS

model shows great promise and future work should be performed to develop an ARS

module for the APCS program.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.I INTRODUCTION

Composite materials have gained increased acceptance as an option to conventional

homogeneous materials such as steel and aluminum for commercial applications. A

cornposite material consists of multiple componenls, usually a fibre and a matrix. The

fibre can be a variety of materials both natural and man-made. Natural fibres include

cotton, flax, jute, hemp, sisal, ramie, wood, straw, hair, wool, and silk (1). Man-made

fibres include glass, Kevlar aramid, polyethylene, boron, silicon, carbide, carbon and

alumina (l). The matrix can be a polymer, metal or ceramic. The focus of this study is

thermoset polymer matrix composites (PMC). For PMC's the fibres are primarily used to

increase strength and modulus. Commonly used fibre materials for PMC's are carbon,

fiberglass and Kevlar.

There are several processes that are used to cure the polymer matrix around the fibres to

produce a final part. Room temperature cures, electron beam curing, oven curing, and

autoclave curing are some of the most common. In the aerospace industry the most

common curing process is autoclave curing. The present research focuses on autoclave

curing. A schematic and photo of an autoclave is provided in Figure l-1. An autoclave

consists of a large cylindrical pressure vessel with domed end that contains a fan, heating,

cooling, vacuum, and instrumentation equipment. lnside the fnst cylinder is a second
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Photo from Reference (2)

Figure l.l : Schematic of Air flow in and a Photograph of an Autoclave
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Temperature Cycle
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Figure 1.2: Typical Autoclave Processing Cure Cycle
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uncapped cylinder that is concenhic to the outer cylinder. Pressurized gas, usually air or

nitrogen, is drawn through the inner cylinder by the fan and retumed to the front of the

autoclave through an annulus created by the outer and inner cylinders.

The autoclave is used to subject a polymer composite to a desired pressure and

temperature cycle (known as a cure cycle) on the composite as shown in Figure 1.2. T}re

heater and cooler are used to control the air temperahre inside the autoclave in order to

produce the required cure cycle. The fan creates an air current inside the autoclave. The

air current velocities are believed to vary from autoclave to autoclave. However they are

suspected to be in the range of 7-8 m/s (3).

Current cure cycles are developed to accommodate various sized parts and parts with

slightly different materials. These cycles contain large factors of safety to allow for such

an accoÍrmodation. Since the cycles are not tailored to a specific part the risk of part

warpage beyond the dimensional tolerances is also relatively high. The time required for

the completion of a cure cycle is defined as the cycle time. Very accommodating cycles

inherently require longer cycle times because they must allow for various part geometries

and masses. It is therefore conceptually possible to shorten the cure cycles required for

curing a selected part or gloup of parts and reduce the number of rejected parts due to

dimensional variations. Financial savings are found in thg reduction of processing costs

for each part, in the increase in equipment capacity created by reduced cure cycle lengths

and in the reduction of rejected parts.
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With the savings of shortened cwe cycles and warpage reduction in mind the University

of Manitoba Composites Group, The National Research Council, Bristol Aerospace Ltd

and Boeing Canada Technolory, Winnipeg Division, are collaboratively working on an

Advanced Process Control System (APCS) for autoclave curing of composites. The

above-mentioned research partners are referred to as the project team for the remainder of

this document. The APCS is a combination of several software modules, a process

model, an optimizer, a thermal boundary condition program (TBC), and a program to

control and monitor the autoclave. The TBC program, called SIMCLAVE is the primary

focus of this thesis with a secondary objective of assisting in the development of the

optimizer module for use with the APCS system. A tertiary objective is to assist in the

development of the APCS system.

1.2 BACKGROUNI)

The APCS is being developed to offer economic savings through shortening of composite

processing cure cycles and reduction of the number of rejected parts due to dimensional

variations. The strategy of the APCS system is to break the curing process into two paÍs,

oËline and onJine. The offJine section of the APCS program will develop an

optimized cure cycle for a given part or group of parts. The oflline section will also

develop a set of predicted part properties for the optimized process cycle. The onJine

section of the APCS progr¿ìm will use the predicted part properties to monitor the cure

progress and re-optimize the cure cycle on-line if the process goes out of prescribed

bounds. Figure 1.3 provides a flowchart of the APCS.



1.2.I APCS MODT]LES

The relationship among the main modules of the APCS prograrn is illushated in Figure

1.3. The firnction of each module is discussed in this section.

l.2.l.l Program Backbone

The program backbone has the following functions:

o Accept and redirect information from module to module

¡ Read the inputs from GUI and the autoclave sensors.

" Decide when to launch the on-line optimization routine and when to retum to the

ofËline optimized cure cycle

1.2.I.2 SIMCLAVE

SIMCLAVE predicts the thermal boundary conditions (TBC) for the part(s) being

optimized by the APCS system. The addition of this module to the APCS system greatly

improves the predictions of the part's properties by the process model. The part

temperature versus process time profile controls the curing of a composite part and its

properties since the part temperature is directly related to the thermal boundary

conditions experienced by the part.
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1.2.1,3 ARS (Autoclave Response Simulator)

The autoclave response simulator (ARS) module predicts the autoclave air tem¡rerature

for a cure cycle programmed into the autoclave controller or generated by the cure cycle

generafor sub-module within the optimizer. This autoclave air temperature is used by the

COMPRO to predict the part temperature profile.

1.2.1.4 Optimizer

The optimizer module consists of several sub-modules, the cure cycle generator and the

objective firnction. The functions of the optimizer are to:

o Generate and evaluate possible cure cycles.

o Select the optimal cure cycle genented using user provided criteria.

1.2.1.5 Process Model

The process model predicts the part properties such as temperafure, degree of cure, fibre

volume fraction, deformation of part, resin viscosity, part sfuess and shain. To do this it

must be provided the autoclave air temperaturen therrnal boundary conditions, part

geometry and material infomlation.



7.2.1.6 llata Storage

The date storage module stores information usefrrl or required by the user of the APCS

system. Examples of datathat will require storage are:

¡ Autoclave temperature and pressure seþoints.

r Predicted part properties for the cure cycle selected as the optimum.

. History of contol decisions made.

o Autoclave temperature and pressure sensor readings.

1.2.1.7 Sensor Module

The sensor processor module filters the sensor readings provided by the DAQ system.

The sensor readings need to be analyzed prior to comparison to the predicted profiles in

order to detect any anomalous readings. An example of such an anomalous reading

would be a malfunction in a thermal couple, which produced a temperature reading of

zero. It would be obvious that this is not a reasonable reading based on the physics of the

system.

1.2.1.8 Graphical User fnterface

The graphical use¡ interface (GtIÐ allows the user to configure the APCS program and

enter inputs. Some of the inputs entered will be file names that contain alarge numbe¡ of

inputs such as finite element meshes and program configuration data.
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1.2.1.9 Control Module

The control module will be used to communicate with the current autoclave control

system.

L2.2 OTF-LINE APCS

A flowchart showing the relationships arnong the four modules used for oflline

optimization is presented in Figure 1.4. The four modules are:

o SIMCLAVE.

r ARS.

Optimizer.

Process Model.

The primary objective of the off-line section of the APCS program will be to develop an

optimal cure cycle for use with the on-line system. The cycle optimization will be

performed according to specific optimization criteria currently based on three parameters

that are of importance to the project team. These three parameters are cycle time, degree

of cure and the maximum temperature reached in the part(s). Future studies could

examine the maximnm temperature differential, and the maximum degree of cure

differential in the part as well as the part warpage as potential parameters. Some

properties predicted by the progftrm, such as temperature and deformation, are nodal

properties while others, such as degree of cure or viscosity, are elemental. The cure cycle
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will be broken into time segments to limit the number of points in time that must be

modelled. The program will predict the applicable properties for each node and element

in the part's f,rnite element model for each time interval.

Several secondary uses for the off-line section of the APCS program are:

o Examine the effects of changes in autoclave or tooling parameters on the final

part properties.

. Rapidly develop specialized cure cycles.

o Perform parametric studies to develop improved process models.

This author and the author of reference 4have developed the off-line part of the APCS

program with the aid of the other Project Team members.

I.2.3 ON-LINE APCS

The on-line APCS system will mn the off-line optimized cure cycle in an autoclave and

monitor the parts being cured. If the online section of the APCS detects that the parts

are not being cured as expected it will take over and re-optimize the cure cycle for the

remainder of the processing time. The on-line APCS consists of the modules outlined in

section 1.2.1. Figure l-5 provides a flowchart of the on-line optimization process-

In addition, a process window will be provided to the on-line APCS system. This

window will be developed using a sensitivity analysis to define the acceptable variability

ll
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in the part property profiles. This window will allow a tolerance for the part properties

during the on-line segment of the control system. If the measured part properties ever

deviate from this window the online optimizer will be initiated.

1.3 THESIS OBJECTTVE

The primary objective was to characterize, understand and model the heat-transfer into a

composite part in an autoclave. This involved development and validation of the

SIMCLAVE program through:

Experimental study of the heat transfer into a part as a function of location,

orientation with respect to the free stream in an autoclave and the investigate of

the vacuum bag and eggcrating effects on heat transfer.

Modelling the data to obtain a suitable analytical / empirical relation for heat

transfer.

Integration of all data and equations and coding them to develop SIMCLAVE.

Validation of the model by comparing predictions with the experimental data.

Also involved was the development of a model for the relationship between the autoclave

air temperature and setpoint temperature required for the development of the ARS

(autoclave response simulator) that supports SIMCLAVE. The secondary thesis

objectives are to.

o Assist in developing the optimization module, specifically the path generation

module.
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o Assist in the overall development of the APCS.

I.4 DOCUMENT LAYOUT

This document is broken into six chapters. An introduction to the project and the

background of the project is provided in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 presents a literature review

and background on process control systems, heat transfer modelling, SIMCLAVE, ARS

and optimization techniques. The thesis scope and a review of the selection process for

the optimization algorithm are also presented in chapter 2. Details regarding the

development of the SIMCLAVE and ARS software are presented in Chapter 3. Chapter

4 discusses the equipment, pressure and temperature cycles, and experimental procedure

used for the experiments discussed in chapter 3. Chapter 4 also presents the details of the

process model simulations performed as a part of this study. Chapter 5 discusses the

assumptions and analysis techniques used in development of the experimental results.

The experimental results and a discussion of these results as well as a perforïnance

review of the SIMCLAVE software are also provided in chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents

the conclusions drawn from this work and the author's recommendations. Appendix A

presents the techniques used to determine the conductivity of the silicone insulation used

for some of the experiments in this study. Appendix B provides the derivation of the

ARS model equations. Appendix C is a report outlining how an industrial autoclave

could be characterized for use with SIMCLAVE and the APCS using the techniques

developed in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 CIIAPTER LAYOUT

A review of the relevant literature is provided in this chapter. It details the existing prior

research and identifies useful ideas and concepts that could contribute to the success of

this work. Some major limidations of the existing research work are discussed to help

prove the importance of this thesis. A brief review of process control systems is

presented first for the benefit of the reader. Following this, a review of research related

to the primary focus of this thesis, the development of the SIMCLAVE and ARS

software, is presented. Subsequently, past research related to the development of the

optimizer module, the secondary objective of this thesis, is reviewed. Finally the scope

of this project and the optimizer algorithm selection process are presented.

2.2 PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS

The problem of computer controlled processing of composite materials has traditionally

been solved using one of two methods. The first method involves the use of an expert

system based process control system, which uses rules to control the process to ensure

quality of the final product. The rules speciff the allowances / values for the process

parameters and are based on empirical knowledge and experience acquired through

processing composite parts. The second method involves a model-based system, which
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relies on mathematical models to provide predictions of the values for process parameters

that would ensure product quality The system control maintains part quality by adjusting

the process so that the model predicted properties are in accordance with desirable part

properties provided by the user. Only recently has the rapid increase in microcomputer

computation power provided the capability to develop computationally intensive, model-

based solutions. Previously more empirically based, expert system approaches were

used.

There are numerous advantages and disadvantages involved with each type of control

system. Expert systems tend to be used when high speed is required or if the availability

of computing power is low. An expert system is usually the best option when the

knowledge about the physics of the process to be controlled is limited. When computer

controlled autoclave curing systems were first developed, the majority of control systems

were based on expert systems. While this method provided solutions for the autoclave

curing problem, it also introduced diffrculties. It was difficult to modify the expert

systems once new information became available about the autoclave process. This

difficulty arose because the rules were based on intuitive values that had been determined

from the system designer's experience. These intuitive values were hard to quantify or

explain to those who attempted to change the rules. Model-based systems are

traditionally used when more information about the process is known. The models are

developed for all aspects of the system in order to allow the prediction of the effect of

control actions on the quality of the final product. These systems can be more easily

modified than expert systems as the values and equations in the models aÍe

representations of scientific knowledge. This means that new information can be
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incorporated into the control system relatively easily. Models can also be developed to

handle mote control situations since the physics of the system are more fully understood

than that of the expert systems. More computation time is required for model-based

systems than for expert systems since the models are more mathematically intense than

the expert system rules. Four autoclave curing systems, described in the available

literature, are highlighted here: Ciriscioli et al.'s (5) SECIIRE approach, Trivisiano et

al.'s (6) Online Optimizer approach, Abrams's (7) Process Discovery approach, and

Kalra et al.'s (8) modifrcation to the QPA approach. All four are based on very different

approaches. Other systems are either combinations of or are similar to these systems.

Examples of some of these other systems are those described by Kenny (9), Pillai et al

(10) and Coulter et al. (11).

Ciriscioli et al. (5) produced an expert system that was independent of thermoset resin

type or part geometry. Their system was founded on rules concerning various part

temperatures and the autoclave temperature. Therefore temperature sensors were

required to be placed at the centre, upper and lower surfaces of the part. The viscosity of

the part was measured at the location expected to have the lowest compaction. The

authors used the SECIIRE program to control the autoclave to produce properties

equivalent to or better than conventional cure cycles in several test parts. The authors

also claimed a reduction in the cure time using this program. The largest limitation of

this approach was that it required sensors to be embedded in the part(s). Embedded

sensors increased the manufacturing costs and locally deteriorated part quality.
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Trivisiano et al. (6) developed an on-line system that sampled the heat transfer conditions

for each tool using embedded sensors. It used this information to develop a cure cycle in

real time that developed the recommended part properties. As the process was carried

out the cure cycle was developed for each moment in time. The entire cure cycle was not

available until the end of the process. The system was applicable to different materials,

part geometries and tools. The on-line determination of the heat transfer coefficients used

in this program was very novel. It allowed the coefficients to be very close to the actual

heat transfer coefficients experienced by the parts without the need for empirical

databases or computationally intensive models. However, because the heat transfer

coefücients were measured on-line and the cycle optimization was an on-line process the

models used during the optimization were simple. As well embedded sensors were

required, thus increasing production costs. The system could not be used to develop

optimal cure cycles offline and the cure cycles developed were specialized for the batches

with which they were developed. In order to develop the cure cycles in real time part

specifications had to be provided to define quality. The process specifications had to be

developed for each part by another program such as the APCS.

Abrams (7) produced a process optimization program that was based on the Process

Discovery approach called Process Experiment Theory Evaluator (PETE). PETE was

used to learn about the relationships between process control and process behaviour for

composites processing. The program contained an auto-learning algorithm to perform

this function. PETE required input from an experienced process engineer to help it find

optimal cure cycles shorter than the manufacturer's cure cycle. PETE also required
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embedded sensors to determine the part temperature and viscosity profile at any point

during the cure cycle. Abrams (I2) later improved PETE with other authors to develop

the Qualitative Process Automation program.

Kalra et al. (8) provided modifications to the QPA expert system that focused on

controlling the exotherm and runaway situations that are found while curing thick

composite parts. This system determined the conductive properties of the parts on-line

and completely neglected the heat transfer from the autoclave environment. This

program involved a weight factor and several rules that made it very difücult to adapt to

other parts and resin systems without empirical data and experimentation.

All four of these systems present novel and useful ideas. However, the majority of the

systems were based on expert systems with embedded sensors. The majority of the

expert system components in the solution of the autoclave processing problem have been

removed in the APCS developed as a part of this work. Further the APCS program has

attempted to minimize the use of embedded sensors to help reduce processing costs.

Additional background information on the state of process control systems for autoclave

curing of composites is available from Servais and Lee (13), and Holl and Rehfield (1a)

These papers present a detailed description of processing sensors, control methodologies

and a comparison of model-based with expert curing systems.
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2.3 IIEAT TRANSFER

The thermal boundary conditions experienced by a composite part during autoclave

processing heavily influence the part temperature profile. The boundary conditions

control the development of the lag between the autoclave setpoints, the autoclave air

temperature and the part temperature. These lags can be observed in the experimental

data plotted in Figure 2.1. The lag between the autoclave setpoint and the autoclave air

can be plainly seen as well as the lag between the air temperature and the part

temperature. The ability to predict the temperature of a body experiencing convective

heat transfer requires the knowledge of the environment's temperature and the convective

heat transfer coefficient for the body. Therefore the heat transfer problem can be

naturally split into two sub-components: the prediction of the convective heat transfer

coefficients for the parts in the autoclave and the prediction of the autoclave air

temperature from the control setpoints provided to the autoclave. The two different

predictions require two different models to be developed. The SIMCLAVE software

proposed in this thesis will be used to predict the heat transfer boundary conditions while

the Autoclave Response Simulator (ARS) will be used to predict the autoclave air

temperature for a given set of control setpoints. The importance of the SIMCLAVE

software is displayed in Figure 2.2. To develop this figure the heat transfer coefficient

value required to predict the measured part properties was varied by + 3Oyo and the part

properties were predicted using the tIM process model. The figure shows that the

nominal h value, h,or, matched the experimental data very well with a maximum error of

5oC. Increasing the h valueby 30%io, hno-*1.3, induced a maximum error of 13"C into
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the temperature predictions while decreasing the h value by 3ooÁ, hno**.7, induced a

maximum error of 16"C into the temperature predictions. Figure 2.3 emphasizes the

importance of the ARS module. The nominal heat transfer coefficient used in Figure 2.2

was used to predict the part temperature using either the autoclave setpoint temperature

or the measured autoclave air temperature. The maximum error of the part temperature

predictions was reduced from 42"C to 2oC in the ramp down segment and from 20"C to

6oC in the ramp up section by using the autoclave air temperature rather than the setpoint

temperature for part temperature predictions.

The development of the SIMCLAVE software required the understanding and modelling

of how many factors influenced the heat transfer into the part. Some of these factors such

as air pressure and temperature were already studied as will be discussed in section 2.3.1.

Section 2.3.2 wlll discuss literature related to the prediction of the autoclave air

temperature from the autoclave setpoints. A summary will be presented in section 2.3.3

to place the scope of this thesis in the appropriate context.

2.3.T SIMCLAVE

The SIMCLAVE software required for the APCS system must predict the thermal

boundary conditions for the parts in the autoclave. For the purposes of SIMCLAVE

software development the research available through literature is considered to be

limited. Telikicherla et al. (15), Ghariban et al. (16, 17) and Johnston et al. (18, 19) all

provided different methodologies for thermal boundary condition prediction.
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Hendrickson (20) described an examination of boundary layer effects on heat transfer.

Wickern (21) discussed the effect of inclination angle on mixed convection over inclined

flat plates. Leung et al. (22) examined the effect of duct wall angle of inclination on heat

transfer. Oosthuizen and Naylor (23) discussed and formulated the situation of free-

convection from an inclined flat plate.

Telikicherla, et al. (i5) used a numerical approach to model the thermal boundary

conditions on a cure assembly that consisted of the tool, the part, the bleeder and the

vacuum bag. The researchers generated a computational fluid dynamics based numerical

approximation for the autoclave environment based on the assumption that the autoclave

was a straight channel with an obstruction, the cure assembly, with a near-flat plate

geometry. The model required 8 hours of CPU time on a CRAY YMP computer. While

this may be effective for off-line optimization, it is too computationally intensive for an

on-line system. The model predicted a low heat transfer rate behind the cure assembly

and a high heat transfer rate on the leading edge of the cure assembly. Further the heat

transfer rate was observed to increase with increasing Reynolds number. These

observations are consistent with convective heat transfer theory. However, because the

airflow was assumed to be moving through a straight channel little turbulent mixing was

incorporated into the model.

Ghariban, et al. (16) investigated the airflow patterns in a 10:1 scale model of an

unpressurized autoclave during processing using axial, vertical and horizontal velocity

measurements. In addition they measured the heat transfer coefficient at various
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locations within the autoclave model. They observed the heat transfer coefficient, h, at

the front (nearest the door of the autoclave) to be 3 times the h at the back of the

autoclave. Measurement of the airflow velocity gradients in the model autoclave led

them to conclude that turbulent mixing was responsible for the observed variation. This

conclusion is strongly supported by research investigating the effect of flow straighteners

on the heat transfer inside an autoclave model by Ghariban et al. (17). The honeycomb

flow straightener decreased the variability of the heat transfer coefficient in various

regions in the autoclave. Another noteworthy observation that Ghariban et al. (16) made

was that the heat transfer on the left side of the autoclave was higher than that on the right

side. This observation led them to speculate that the rotation of the fan in the autoclave

might have something to do with this variation in heat transfer. Due to the construction

of the model autoclave no pressurization was possible. Therefore, the results from these

experiments incorporate only two components of the autoclave processing environment,

namely the temperature and the airflow. The effect of pressure on turbulent mixing was

not investigated. Johnston et al (18, 19) examined the relative importance of the third

component, pressure.

These researchers examined the heat transfer coefficient in several different autoclaves

using a calorimeter. The model they developed to predict the heat transfer coefficient, å

is shown in equation 2.1.

,=r(l)'
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Johnston et al. (18) derived this model in the following manner. As shown in equation

2.2, the density of an ideal gas is proportional to the gas pressure and temperature.

Ppn 
r 2.2

For a specific geometry, the Reynolds number of a fluid flow is proportional to the fluid

aveÍage velocity and the fluid density, and inversely proportional to the absolute viscosity

of the gas. This relationship is shown in equation 2.3

Re n PV 
2.3

p

Equation 2.4 shows the relationship between Reynolds number and Nusselt number for

fully developed turbulent flows.

Nu æ.n"Í ..4
k

The combination of equations 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 produces equation 2.. Equation 2.5

presents the relationship between h and V, p, k, P, and T.

Assuming that the average velocity is constant equation 2.5 reduces to equation 2.6.

( p\i
h=C,kl+ I 2.6' lTp)

Johnston et al. (18) assumed that for nitrogen the value tf + is roughly constant over

pt

the range of conditions produced during these experiments. This assumption allowed the

simplification of this model to equation 2.1. Equation 2.6 was found to produce results

2.4

2.5h* k(PJ\'
\rP )
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that are more accurate than equation 2.I by 3o/o. The nomenclature section defines all the

variables used. To predict the heat transfer coefficient for a given autoclave equation 2.1

requires the determination of an empirical constant, C, unique to each autoclave. As

defined the C value must be determined at the diametral and axial centre of the autoclave.

For any given autoclave the C value is assumed to be constant at the centre of the

autoclave for all processing conditions experienced in the autoclave.

Johnston et al. (19) also investigated the effect of two axial positions on the heat transfer

coefficient. The first was at l}Yo of the autoclave length and second was at 90% of the

autoclave lenEh. The heat transfer coefficient at the front of the autoclave was found to

be 1.33 times the h at the back (18). This is significantly lower than the maximum

difference found by Ghariban et al (16). It is likely that the high pressures used by

Johnston et al. (18) resulted in a Reynolds number much larger than for the tests

performed by Ghariban et al.

Using a numerical model and convective heat transfer theory, Hendrickson (20) observed

that the boundary layer on a flat plate altered the heat transfer coefficient. A numerical

model was used to examine the heat transfer coefücient into a 0.91 m flat aluminium

plate. The h at the front of the plate was 1.5 times the h at the back for a turbulent flow.

The model was found to break down for Reynolds numbers below i.3 x 106 at a

temperature of 300 K. This Reynolds number corresponds to a velocity of 6 m/s.
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Literature concerning the effect of plate inclination on the heat transfer into a flat plate

inclined to a forced convection flow was very difficult to find. Although, three sources

of information were found, most of them focused on free convection. Wickern (21)

examined the effect of inclination angle of a flat plate on the heat transfer coefficient for

a mixed convection case. Unfortunately for every case in his work the angle between the

forced convection free stream and the flat plate was 0o. Therefore the plate inclination

affected only the component driving free convection. Leung et al. (22) examined the

effect of triangular duct angles on the heat transfer coefficient for forced convection.

They examined the efflect of apex angles l5o, 30o, 40", 60o, 90". The angles with the

highest heat transfer coefficient in descending order were 60o,40o, 90o, 30", and l5o.

The Nusselt number for each of these cases was proportional to the Reynolds number

raised to the power of 0.82. Leung et al. (22) suggested that the duct corners for the 60o

apex angle case provided the least suppression of the forced convection. These results

are interesting for the SIMCLAVE study because they suggest that geometries with

intermediate angles (i.e. 40"-60") have higher heat transfer coefücients for forced

convection conditions.

Oosthuizen and Naylor (23) presented the boundary layer equations required to calculate

the heat transfer coefücients for free convection along an inclined flat plate. The model

required the calculation of the component of the driving force for the convection

horizontal to the plate. For free convection the driving force is buoyancy and its

component along the plate can be easily found using trigonometry. However, for forced

convection the effects of buoyancy are overshadowed by the effect of the incoming
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freestream. Therefore it is likely that an approach similar to free convection could be

used to calculate the heat transfer coefficient for forced convection if the component of

the freestream along the plate could be calculated at all points along the plate for any

given angle.

2.3.2 ARS

No literature is available on the autoclave response simulator idea as developed in this

thesis. Previously the problem of the how the autoclave equipment responds to process

control instructions has been approached through assumptions for the boundary condition

models or simple autoclave control system models. The various assumptions and models

used in literature are presented in this section.

The autoclave equipment is used to produce autoclave environmental conditions using a

set of instructions called the cure cycle. Some assumptions or a model must be used to

represent how well it actually performs this function. Kalra et al. (8) assumed that the

surface temperature was equal to the setpoint requested by the cure cycle. Trivisiano et

al. (6) measured the thermal response of the parts during the first 10 minutes of the cure

cycle. The thermal environment of the autoclave and the heat transfer coefücients into

the parts were all determined from these measurements and used for on-line control and

optimization of the cure cycle. This is a novel approach but it does not provide the

models or predictions of the autoclave environment prior to the start of the cure cycle.
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This means that limited optimization can be done and no pre-manufacturing oFline

simulations can be run. This is undesirable for the APCS program.

Johnston et al. (18) simulated the autoclave environment using a lead / lag control

simulator. This simulated the manner in which the autoclave controlled the autoclave air

temperature. This approach allowed the process model to simulate the autoclave air

temperature lags associated with lead / lag control. This improved the accuracy of the

part temperature predictions significantly. A lead / lag control simulator should be

incorporated into the ARS software.

LeGrand and Bellenger (24) developed a model for the environment in a composites

curing oven. Their model was part specific and required several parameters to be found

by characterizing an empty oven and the oven with the part in it. The characterization

was performed by running the oven empty and loaded with parts through a full cure cycle

while logging the part temperature, air temperature near the autoclave temperature probe

and the air temperature ne¿ì.r the part surface. This approach would be reasonable except

a new calibration is required for every new part that the model is to be used with. These

calibrations would have to be completed whenever the parts loaded in the oven change.

LeGrand and Bellenger (24) identified some of the factors that influenced the oven

environment. These are listed below and will be very similar for an autoclave.

The difference between the energy entering the part and leaving the part.

The thermal power produced per unit volume by the curing equipment.

The capacity of the heating and cooling heat exchangers.
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o Thermal Mass of the System.

o The lag in the heat transfer from the oven environment to the mould and part.

The model developed by LeGrand and Bellenger (24) approached the problem from a

control system point of view. Further emphasis on actual heat transfer mechanisms and

theory will help to develop a more comprehensive model for autoclaves.

Telikicherla et al. (15) developed a finite difference program to model the autoclave

environment and the part within the autoclave. This program required 8 hours to run on a

Cray YMP Supercomputer. It is unlikely that such an approach could be successfully

applied to the optimization routine required by the APCS system because of the

computational intensity associate with it. The model did show that the temperature of the

air at the front of the autoclave was higher at any instant in time than near the back of the

autoclave. Increasing the Reynolds number decreased the difference between the front

and back air temperature. Both of these observations make sense when the nature of the

flow in the autoclave is considered.

The autoclave environment assumptions and models available in literature are not

acceptable for use with the APCS system. This is because they are too computationally

intensive or require calibration too often. Simply neglecting the autoclave environment

effects would significantly skew the predictions of the part temperature as displayed in

the introduction to section 2.3. The proposed ARS model willbe presented in chapter 3.
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2.3.3 SUMMARY OF HEAT TRANSFER LITERATURE

Based on the literature available a suÍrmary of the main factors affecting autoclave heat

transfer coefficients and of previous autoclave response modelling attempts is provided in

this section. The summary of the main factors affecting autoclave heat transfer

coefficients and the magnitude of their effects is provided in Table 2.1. This table

displays only relative å variations.

Table 2.1. Factors Affecting Heat Transfer

Factor h variation Reference

Autoclave constant, C 3.6-r 18

Axial position 3-1.33 16, 18

Boundary layer 1.5-1 20

Pressure and temperature 4-3 5 18

Turbulent mixing 3-1.73 16

Intra-part shadowing 2-1 I 15

Inter-part shadowing Unknown

Inclination of part surface to
the freestream

r 25-1 22

Intra-part shadowing is defined as reductions in heat transfer coefficient for a part due to

other geometric features of the part. Inter-part shadowing is defined as reductions in heat

transfer coefficient for a part due to the geometry of other parts. The effects of the
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autoclave constant, axìal position, boundary layer, pressure, temperature and turbulent

mixing have already been studied directly (16, 18, 19,20). Intra-part shadowing has only

been examined through the numerical results provided by the Telikicherla et al. (15)

model. Leung et al. (22) indirectly studied the effect of inclination angle. Inter-part

shadowing has not been examined yet.

Two thermal boundary condition models have been presented in literature. Telikicherla

et al. (15) described a finite difference model that was too computationally demanding for

use with the APCS. Johnston et al. (18) developed a simple empirically calibrated model

that could be used with the APCS to predict the effect of pressure and temperature effects

on the thermal boundary conditions. The other researchers examined or observed the

effect of the above-mentioned factors affecting the thermal boundary conditions.

However, no models were developed that would be appropriate for use with the

SIMCLAVE module.

No models were available in literature for the purpose of predicting the autoclave air

temperature from the setpoints. Johnston et al. (18) developed a simulator for the lead /

lag control system commonly used in autoclave control systems. However, this system

did not account for the thermal mass of the autoclave system, parts and tools. Therefore

it missed a significant part required for this model. LeGrand and Bellenger (24)

developed a control system approach to modelling the air temperature in a composites

curing oven. Although this model is not directly useful for predicting the air temperature
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in an autoclave from the setpoints, many of the factors identified by these authors will be

important for the ARS module developed as a part of this thesis.

2.4 OPTIMIZATION

Optimization is a broad subject with solutions that can be very problem specific. A

detailed discussion of the optimization routines examined by the Project Team can be

found in the MSc. Thesis of Mark Shead (4). The following section will provide a brief

overview of the most promising optimizationmethods considered for the APCS system.

2.4.1 GUIDED HEURISTICS / BRANCHED TREE

Pillai et al. (25) proposed a combined guided heuristics and branched tree approach to

optimize cure cycles. The branched tree was used as a path generator while the guided

heuristics served as an objective function. The branched tree divided the cure cycle into

small time steps. For each time step it selected from a ramp rate within a range of 0 and

5'Clmin. The range was selected by considering the actual capabilities of typical

autoclaves used in industry. All the possible combinations of ramp rates for all the

segments were developed. The resulting cure cycles were potential optimal cycles that

had to be evaluated. The guided heuristics were used to assign each possible cure cycle a

value, h. The guided heuristics consisted of penalty values, p, and property values, 11,

that were considered important by the user. Depending on the penalty values, the path

with the lowest or highest h was considered the optimal solution. This approach required
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expert knowledge of the optimization criteria because the penalty functions defined by

Pillai et al. were not based on models but on experience with the process and the material

itself. Furthermore, all the possible paths defined by the path generator had an å value

calculated. This was computationally intensive and therefore it v/ill increase the time

required for the APCS to develop an optimal cure cycle. Pillai et al. (26) claimed some

success with this approach when combined to a process model for developing optimal

cure cycles.

2.4.2 NON-LTNEAR PROGRAMMTNG TECHNIQUES

A non-linear programming optimizer is a combination of several components: an

objective function and constraints, a search direction module, a line search algorithm and

a scaling module (27). The objective function is used to mathematically define what the

properties of the desirable result are. The number of possible points that the non-linear

optimizer must consider prior to the application of constraints is infinite. Therefore

constraints are used to restrict the search area to realistic solutions. The search direction

module is used to select the direction that the program will search along the objective

function. The line search algorithm is used to determine the step size that the program

should take as it searches along the objective function. The scaling module is used to

scale the non-linear programming system to a specific problem as described by Biegler et

al. (27) The sequence of events during the operation of a non-linear programming

optimizer is as follows: The search starts at any point on the objective function. The

direction of the search and the size of the step are selected and combined to provide a
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new point on the objective function. This point is examined to determine if it is a global

minima. If it is not a new step size and direction are selected and the process is repeated

until a global minima is found. The global minima of the objective function is defined to

be the optimal results. The objective function must be defined with this in mind.

Rai and Pitchumani (28) proposed to optimize the processing time for autoclave curing

by using a nonlinear programming approach. In order to limit the paths Rai and

Pitchumani proposed several material specific constraints be placed on the possible cure

cycles. These constraints were used to drive the selected optimal cycle to one that

produced low residual stresses in the part.

There are several advantages to the non-linear programming technique. Rai and

Pitchumani claimed a 57Yo decrease in processing time compared to the optimal cure

cycle provided by heuristics. A library of routines seems to exist that would simplify the

development of the routine. However, the non-linear programming approach is

computationally intensive. The problem considered by Rai and Pitchumani took four

hours of CPU time, on a Sparc 20 station, to provide a full cure cycle optimization. The

residual stress in the part was not truly optimized. It was simply assumed that the

temperature constraints developed would reduce the residual stress to acceptable levels.

Further the non-linear programming optimization technique and the constraints had to be

developed for each new material. The above-mentioned concerns make the nonJinear

programming technique undesirable for the APCS system.
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2.4.3 GENETIC ALGORITHMS

Genetic algorithms (GA) have traditionally been used for several types of problems. A

flowchart of the GA program is provided in Figure 2.4. GAs are a computer program that

make extensive use of randomi zation to generate possible optimal paths. Each path is

evaluated to determine its fitness using an objective function. The objective function is

an equation that mathematically represents what is considered to be a good quality in the

path and what is considered a poor quality. A path would have a high fitness if it

contains many good qualities and very little poor qualities. Once-the fitness of each path

has been determined the GA simulates the process of natural selection to reject all but the

two fittest paths from either the current or previous generations. These two fittest paths

are randomly combined and mutated to produce a new set of paths for evaluation and

then the process is repeated. Note that during the combination and mutation process the

original two cycles are preserved in the new population. In this manner the best two

population members from the previous two generations are always passed forward to the

latest generation. It should be noted that the convergence to an optimum could be

determined in two v/ays; a fixed number of iterations can be specified or the algorithm

can run until the value of the fitness changes by less than a specified minimum. The use

of a fixed number of iterations is the best method to ensure that the program does not

become trapped in a local minimum.

GAs are most effective when the optimization search space can be represented through

geometry. Two very successful applications of this type of genetic algorithms are airfoil
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Evaluate Fitness of
First Population

Generate New Population by Mutation
and Crossover while Retaining the Two
Best Population Members

Evaluate Fitness of
New Population

Converged?

Figure 2.4. Genetic Algorithm Flowchart
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Generate Micro Population

Evaluate Fitness of Population

Generate New Population by Mutaton
and Crossover ofall but the best
Population Member

Evaluate Fitness of New Population

Take the best 2 Members of the Final Population and
Generate Next Micro Population by Mutation and Crossover.

Decision Legend:

Converged 1 decides if the micro generation has been completed by checking the
number of generations that have been completed for the current micro
generation.

Converged 2 decides if the micro GA has converged to the desired fitness value or if the
specified micro GA runs have been completed

Figure 2.5: Micro Genetic Algorithm
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optimization and actuator groupings. Derksen (29) has been successful in applyrng

genetic algorithms to airfoil optimization and design. Similarly Tse and Chan (30) have

successfully worked on improving airfoil optimization with the use of micro genetic

algorithms. Figure 2.5 is a flowchart of the micro GA approach. Note that the first

convergencê check is used to determine if the program has completed the number of

generations required in the micro generation step. If so then the program checks decision

2 to see if the fitness has converged or if a set number of micro generations have been

completed. Decision 2 is very similar to the decision made for the convergence of the

regular GA.

Tse and Chan (30) found that the micro GA approach could optimize much faster than

the regular GA approach. The micro GA could obtain the same fitness as the regular GA

in about 33%o of the time for the same problem. Two-dimensional assemblies of line

segments connected at nodes represented the airficils. The mutations were performed by

randomly moving the location of the nodes within a set of limits. This type of program

could be modified to perform similar types of operations on autoclave cure cycles. The

cure cycles could be represented by a series of line segments that are all connected at

nodes.

Grewal and Tse (31) used the genetic algorithm approachto develop optimal geometries

for piezoelectric actuators for cabin noise control on aircraft. The spacing and orientation

of the actuators was very important to achieve good control of the noise. The genetic
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algorithm performed well in optimizing this geometry. Additional information on the

genetic algorithm can be found in reference (4).

2.5 SCOPE OF THESIS

The scope of this study will be to examine several factors affecting the convective heat

transfer coefficient during autoclave curing of composites, develop empirical models for

each factor studied, and develop these to develop the SIMCLAVE module. The factors

to be studied and modelled are:

o Autoclave pressure and temperature.

o Position of the part in the autoclave (XY position).

o Orientation and inclination of the part surface to the freestream flow in the

autoclave.

o Resistance of the vacuum bag used to isolate parts from the autoclave

environment during autoclave curing of composite parts.

o The effect oftool "eggcrating" on the heat transfer through the bottom surface of

the tool. Eggcrating is the support structure commonly found under the tooling

used for composite manufacturing.

A limited study of the effect of inter-part shadowing will be presented. However, due to

the number of combinations required to be studied to completely model this factor and

the limited time available for the current study no models were developed for this factor.
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Equation 2.7 provides an equation for the convective heat transfer coefficient as a

function of the parameters investigated as a part of this study.

h = KF * KFbos * .f (y, p)* g(x,y). ,,0(+): 2.7

This study will also involve the development and validation of the SIMCLAVE module.

The model required for the ARS module will be developed and some preliminary

validation will be completed.

2.5.1 OPTIMTZATION ALGORITHM SELECTION

As a secondary objective thesis objective, the author of this thesis was involved in

selection and modification of an optimization algorithm for the oflline APCS.

discussion of this effiort is presented in this section.

Derksen (29), Tse and Chan (30), and Grewal and Tse (31) have shown that genetic

algorithms can optimize problems with combinations of geometric paths and model

based objective functions similar to the requirements for the APCS optimizer module.

For this reason the genetic algorithm approach was selected as the preferred solution to

the optimization problem. The advantages of the micro genetic algorithm as a solution

will be examined once the genetic algorithm program is working. Should the micro

genetic algorithm prove to be superior for the APCS optimization problem it will become

the prefemed solution. The core of a genetic algorithm was obtained from Daniel Tse to

save development time. The author of this thesis modified and combined Tse's GA core

the

A
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with the process model, COMPRO, and Fitness Function software developed by Shead

(4). The extent of the modifications required to Daniel Tse's code is summarized below.

o Moderate modifications to the popgen module. This module is used to generate

the population for each generation. These modifications included the addition of

the following capabilities.

o Accept the input of an initial "guessed optimal cycle" to improve

convergence rates and the fitness of the final solution.

o Accept the input of the current manufacturer's cure cycle to improve the

convergence rates and the fitness ofthe final solution.

¡ Insert a call for the ARS module and the Fitness Function at the appropriate

locations

o Facilitate the communication of information between the ARS and Fitness

Function modules and the optimizer routine.

. Debugging of the oflline system and the initial setup of the GA and micro GA

options such as the number of segments, population members, generations etc. A

large amount of experimentation was involved at this stage to ensure that the

genetic algorithm was functioning properly.

The combination of Fitness Function, optimizer and COMPRO modules produced the

core of the oflline APCS. Figure 2.6 provides a flowchart of the program order of

operations in the oflline APCS core.
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The GA and micro GA programs require several setup parameters. These are listed in

Table 2.2. Also included in the table are suggested values for each parameter. These

have come from experience developed in setting up and debugging the GA and micro GA

programs. These settings have proven to develop cure cycles with a fitness of up to 10%

higher than the manufacturer's cure cycle in only 400 generations, using the fitness

function developed by Shead (a). The micro GA improves the convergence rate by about

5olo. More information on the development of oflline APCS and the performance of this

program is provided in reference 4.

Table 2 2. GA/ Micro GA Setup Parameters

Parameter Suggested Value

GA Micro GA

Number of Population Members 10 l0

Number of Generations 1000 50

Micro GA Cycles I 20

Fitness Normalization n n

Crossover Rate 0.8-0.9 08-09

Mutation Rate 0.9 0.9

Mutation Xim (minutes) 15 l5

Mutation Ylim ("F) 15 15

Random Number Seed Integer Integer

Max Temp Allowable for Material ('F) 430 430

Max Heating Ramp Rate ('F) 7-7.9 7-7 9

Max Cooling Ramp Rate ("F) -18 -18
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Figure 2.6: APCS Program Order of Operations
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CHAPTER 3

SIMCLAVE AND ARS

3.T CHAPTER LAYOUT

This chapter presents an overview of the development of the SIMCLAVE and ARS

programs. A discussion of the modules used in the SIMCLAVE program and their

relationships is discussed in detail. The state of the ARS program development is also

presented.

3.2 SIMCLAVE

The SIMCLAVE program is used to develop thermal boundary condition predictions for

use with the process model. While COMPRO has been used in this study, any other

process model can be used in lieu of COMPRO provided an appropriate interpreter

module is developed.

The SIMCLAVE program is made up of several modules, the INTERPRETER module,

SORTER module, CORE module and the OUTPUT module. The modules work

together as shown in Figure 3.1. A flowchart of the program data flow is shown in

Figure 3.2.
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3.2.1 INTERPRETER MODULE

The INTERPRETER module is used to read-in the finite element mesh information,

existing boundary condition information and autoclave / loading information. The finite

element mesh information is contained in a file with a PAT extension. This file follows

the PATRAN file format. The existing boundary condition information is received from

the process model in a file with a BCI extension. This file follows the COMpRO BCI

file format. The autoclave / loading information is provided to SMCLAVE from the

APCS / SIMCLAVE graphical user interface in the form of a text file named

SCSET DAT

3.2.2 SORTER MODULE

The SORTER module is used to compile the data received by the INTERPRETER

module into a set of alrays that are easily used by the CORE module. The SORTER

module also interprets the finite element mesh to determine which boundaries require

modifications to their geometric definitions and boundary conditions by SIMCLAVE In

order to sort the PAT file of the part the SORTER module must also identify several part

characteristics:

The thermal boundaries that are both thermal type 2 and convective type model 2.

The boundary numbers that are available for use.

The nodes on the identified boundaries.
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Pat

BCI

Autoclave and
Loading Data

Array of mesh and boundary i¡formation

New boundary numbers, nodes on boundary, angle
of boudary

C value for each new borurdary

y, p, surface model
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.''

values for all model
elements

Pat File (Modified) - Î BCI File (Moditred)

I Process I

I rr¿øel 
I

Figure 3.1: SIMCLAVE Program Flowchart

Figure 3.2: SIMCLAVE Data Flow
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o The y angles for each segment of the boundary. A boundary segment is

considered the line joining two adjacent nodes.

The thermal boundary condition model used in SIMCLAVE requires that the identified

boundaries be broken down into segments. This process also requires that the order of

the nodes along the boundary be known. Therefore the boundary node list provided by

the PAT file must be put into sequential order for each thermal boundary that requires

modification by SIMCLAVE The new boundary segments are required to be made up of

only two nodes. Figure 3.3 illustrates the process of boundary segmentation. The blue

surface in the diagram represents one boundary while each sharp corner represents a

node. The boundary was broken into 4 segments in this example. The final task of the

SORTER module is to calculate the y angles for each segment and associate the tool B

angle with each boundary segment. The boundary segments with their y and I angles

assigned are referred to as the surface model. Once the surface model has been

developed the SORTER passes the information to the CORE module.

3.2.3 CORE MODULE

The purpose of the CORE module is to calculate new boundary conditions for the surface

model provided from the SORTER module. This is accomplished through the use of

thermal boundary condition model equations developed using the data from the

experiments described in chapters 4 and 5, the autoclave properties defined in the

SCSET.DAT file and the surface model provided by the PAT file.
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The thermal boundary condition model used in SIMCLAVE requires the calculation of a

corrected C value, C"o,, for each segment on each thermal boundary modified by

SIMCLAVE. The equation used to calculate the C"o, is shown in equation 3.1. The

variables used in the following equations are defined in the nomenclature section.

C"o, = K.F * KFuor* Í(y,B)* S(X,Y)*C 3.1

The C"o, value is used by the process model to calculate the heat transfer coefficient for

the boundary segment using equation 3.2.

. ,4r o)i
n = c-^-l L l' 3.2,, _ _*,17 

)

The various influencing factors considered while developing the equationfor C"o, are the

autoclave constant, C, the XY position within the autoclave, g(X,Y), the inclination of the

part to the freestream, f(y,B), and the effect of the vacuum bag, KF6or, and tool

eggcrating, KF. The form of the equations used to define the g(X,y) andf(y,fl functions

are shown below in equations 3.3 and 3.4 respectively.

g(X,Y)= Ax XY + B*Y + Dx X + E 3.3

10,Ð=f{.e,Þ'+Brþ'+c,B+D,)r'...+(Arþ'+Brþ'+crB+Dr)r+(¿op'*BoB2+coB*Do)]

3.4

The values of C, K-F6os, KF and the coefficients in equations 3.3 and 3 4 will be

determined by the experiments discussed in chapters 4 and 5. Note that equations 3 . I and

3.2 were developed on the principle that the effects of the factors influencing heat

transfer could be combined in series. A discussion of this principle will be presented in

the introduction to Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.4 provides a flowchart of how the effects of various factors are combined to

predict the thermal boundary condition for the part. Multiple parts can be accommodated

using SIMCLAVE but the inter-part and intra-part shadowing effects of the thermal

boundary conditions are not considered in the present version. Two dummy sub-modules

have been included in the code to allow for future easy program upgrades to account for

inter-part and intra-part shadowing respectively. Intra-part and inter-part shadowing are

defined in section 2.3.3.

Each component of equation 3. 1 except the C value can be "turned off' by the user so

that the factors that SIMCLAVE will use to calculate the new thermal boundary

condition can be controlled. The CORE module develops C"o, for each boundary

segment based upon the combination of conditions and correction factors that are selected

by the user. The C"o, values are assigned to each new boundary in the new BCI file

generated by SIMCLAVE

3.2.4 OUTPUT MODULE

The OUTPUT model is used to generate the modified versions of the BCI and pAT files

required for communication of the SMCLAVE CORE results to the process model. The

BCI file provides the C"o, values for each new boundary and the pAT file provides the

definition of the new boundaries on the part's finite element mesh.
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Figure 3.4: CORE Module Flowchart
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3.3 ARS

The purpose of the ARS program is to predict the autoclave air temperature in response

to the input cure cycle setpoints. The reason for this should be apparent in light of the

background presented in section 2.3 and the following discussion. Figure 3.5 presents

profiles of the air and part temperatures in the autoclave along with the cure cycle

setpoints. The autoclave air lags behind the setpoint temperature by a maximum of 5oC

and the part temperature lags behind the air temperature by as much as 16oC. The impact

of this temperature lag on the heat transfer experienced by the part was examined by

using the process model with both the setpoints and the autoclave air temperature to

predict the part temperature. It is to be noted that the effects of the position and the

orientation of the part, as determined by the experiments carried out in this study, were

accounted for in the C value used for these predictions. The temperature predictions are

presented in Figure 3.6. The largest diffFerence between the predicted and actual part

temperatures when the air temperature was used were 6"C for the ramp up lToC for the

ramp down The largest differences between the predicted and actual part temperatures

when the setpoint temperature \¡/as used were lgoC for the ramp up sequence and 53oC

for the ramp down sequence. Shead (4) observed that a difference in processing

temperature of less than 10oC could have significant effects on the degree of cure of

composite part. This observation reinforces the need for accurate part temperature

predictions especially during the ramp up and hold segments since this is where the

majority of the part cure is completed. The significant decrease in the error between the
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predicted and measured part temperature when the measured air temperature was used in

place of the setpoints and Shead's observation indicate that there is a need for a model to

predict the autoclave air temperature for a given programmed cycle.

The majority of the effort of this thesis was focused on the development of the

SIMCLAVE software. The importance of the ARS software could not be fully explored

until the thermal boundary condition model for SIMCLAVE was developed. For these

two reasons the objective of this thesis in regards to the ARS software was to develop the

empirical and theoretical equations, required to predict the air temperature from the

setpoints, which would be the foundation of future ARS software.

3.3.1 ARS EMPIRICAL FACTORS

In order to avoid complex theoretical modelling and the long computational time

associated with theoretical models, an empirical approach was used to develop the model

required for the ARS module. The following six empirically determined factors are

required in this model.

. Air Temperature Factor (ATF)

o Residual ThermalMass (RTM).

o Cooling Water Temperature (CWT).

o Heat Exchanger Effective Area (FIEEA).

o Pressurization Mass Input Rate (pMIR)

o Pressurization Lag Factor (pLF).
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3.3.1.1 Air Temperature Factor

The autoclave uses a heater to increase the temperature of the air moving through the

autoclave. The model assumes that all the air circulating through the autoclave must pass

through the heater. The air temperature factor indicates what the air temperature exiting

the heater is relative to the air temperature entering the heater. The value of the ATF is

the ratio of the predicted temperature rise th¡ough the heater to the difference between the

setpoint and air temperatures as shown in equation 3.5. It is an empirical relation that

scales the assumption that the temperature of the air exiting the autoclave heater is equal

to the setpoint temperature for all points in time.

ATF =9*'' - '')
V"",.,-7,)

3.5

3.3.1.2 Residual Thermal Mass

The residual thermal mass is a representation of the miscellaneous thermal masses that

were not accounted for using the ARS model. The model accounts for the large

components of the thermal mass in the system such as the autoclave wall, liner, air, rack,

rack support, tools, etc. Some examples of miscellaneous thermal masses that the RTM

term would account for are the thermal mass of the heating and cooling coils, fan

components and the door locking mechanism.
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3.3.1.3 Cooling Water Temperature

The cooling water temperature term is an estimate of the temperature of the water

entering the autoclave cooling coils. In most industrial settings the cooling water

temperature is regulated by well water or a cooling tower and the v/ater is recycled

through all the autoclaves. Therefore the cooling water temperature can change with

outdoor temperature or with the number of autoclaves runnin g at any given time. The

cooling water temperature is traditionally measured at the reservoir. To measure the

cooling water entering a given autoclave, sensors would have to be installed in the

autoclave equipment. For simplicity the CWT term is used to provide an estimate of the

average water temperature entering the autoclave.

3.3.1.4 Heat Exchanger Effective Area

The heat exchanger effective area is used to approximate the effective area of the

autoclave heat exchanger cooling coils. This area can vary greatly from autoclave to

autoclave. The effective area can also be increased ifthe heat exchanger has fins or not.

The heat transfer coefficient, h¡¡s, for the cooling coils of one autoclave was predicted

from theory based upon the heater design. It is assumed that all autoclaves will have a

heat transfer coefficient of h¡¡s for their cooling coils. Therefore the difference in heat

exchangers from autoclave to autoclave will be accounted for using the HEEA term.
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3.3.1.5 Pressurization Mass Input Rate

The pressunzation mass input rate is used to account for the mass of air that must be

added to the autoclave to achieve the increases in pressure required by the autoclave cure

cycle' Since the air temperature is not known this mass input rate cannot be calculated

using the ideal gas law and must be approximated.

3.3.1.6 Pressurization Lag Factor

The pressunzation lag factor is used to model the lag between the cycle pressure setpoint

and the actual pressure in the autoclave. This lag is much smaller than the thermal lag

and only one factor is required to model this effect quite well. This lag is a concern

because the effect of pressure is very significant on the temperature in the autoclave

during the pressurization sequence in the autoclave. Also the predicted temperature at the

end of the pressurization sequence is the starting point for the ramp up segment.

3.3.2 ARS MODEL

The ARS uses three different sub-models to develop predictions for the autoclave air

temperature response. The three sub-models used in the ARS module are:

o Pressurization Model

. Ramp Up Model

. Cooling Model
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3.3.2.1 Pressurization Model

The pressunzation model is used to account for the air temperature increase associated

with the pressurization sequence of the autoclave. This is done using a form of the ideal

gas law and two of the calibration factors; the pressuri zation mass input rate and the

pressurization lag factor. The pressurization lag factor is used to calculate the effective

pressure ramp rate to model the slight pressure ramp up lag associated with the pressure

control system in the autoclave. The mass input factor is used to represent the extra mass

of gas that is added to the autoclave to increase the pressure inside the vessel. This mass

rate is difücult to quantify. A limitation of the current model is that it assumes that the

gas entering the autoclave has the same internal and kinetic energy as the gas already

contained in the vessel. This assumption is made for simplicity and thus the

pressurization mass input rate is required to be calibrated to the autoclave. The

pressurization model is shown in equation 3.6.

The nomenclature and acronyms sections provide definitions

this equation.

3.6

for all the symbols used in

3.3.2.2 Ramp Up Model

The ramp up model makes use of the principle of energy conservation. The only energy

entering the autoclave is assumed to be from the heater. Any energy that is lost through
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the outside wall is accounted for in the thermal mass calculation described later in this

chapter. The energy must be conserved in the autoclave system as energy is stored into

the parts, tooling, autoclave rack, wall, insulation and other miscellaneous systems Any

remaining energy is assumed to be in the autoclave air, thus increasing its temperature.

The general form of the ramp up model is shown in equation 3.7.

T,u =7, ¡ , Energl -In 3.7' Sys _hermal _Mass

As indicated earlier the energy entering the autoclave is assumed to be coming from the

heater only. Equation 3.8 is used to calculate the energy entering the autoclave through

the heating ofthe autoclave gas.

p,, + p,

Energy -In-Vr,* ATF* h,,., -f,l*Cp*,*E;úrrù 3.g

The pressure for the i+lú time interval is found using the pressurization mass input rate

as shown in equation 3.9.

fpl
P,*, =lr,*ffi* (1,., -1,)-] 3.g

The thermal mass of the system includes the thermal mass of the major components in

the system including:

o Autoclave Outer TVall (TM*"¡).

o Wall Insulation (TMm)

o Liner (TMri"".).

o Part Rack (TMpu"¡).

o Part Rack Support Structure (TMs"o).
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Processing Tools (TMr.or).

Autoclave Gas (TM¡2).

Residual Thermal Mass (RTM)

The items in the above thermal mass list effectively summarize the majority of the

material in the autoclave. The thermal mass of each item is approximated using

geometry and the reference thermal properties for the materials each item is made of

except for the residual thermal mass. The RTM is a calibration factor that is used to

account for any thermal mass the system might contain that is not accounted for using the

other items in the list above. By this definition the RTM should never be negative and

should be scaled up for larger autoclaves and down for smaller autoclaves.

Each individual group will have a heat up factor assigned to it. The heat up factor is used

to account for the different thermal lags of each item. Currently the only component

assumed to require a heat up factor is the autoclave outer wall. This is because the wall is

insulated from the rest of the system and will therefore absorb less energy than the other

items in the system. A heat up factor of I means that each item experiences the same

temperature differential. If a part has a heat up factor of 2, the part in question

experiences half the temperature differential of the other parts in the system. Equation

3.10 presents the equation used to calculate the system thermal mass. The thermal mass

of the autoclave is the summation of the thermal masses of the individual parts of the

autoclave as shown in equation 3.1 1. The thermal mass of the tool(s) is the summation of

the thermalmasses of the individual tools as shown in equation 3.12.
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(ry)
Sys _Thermal _Mass = IM n" rMroot + RILI *V*, * Cp*,

Mroot *T44.,
rcot-t

3.10
R , *(4 +zßjÐ

TMAC = hf*^t *'nl.ou + hfr^*7M r^*h.fr,,", *M,n", *hÍ^*o *Mnoa, ihÍr,o*7Msup

=lhÍ,'.r,i

3.11

3.12

3,3.2,3 COOLING MODEL

The cooling model is very similar to the ramp up model. The driving force for the ramp

up model is the energy input from the heater. The driving force for the cooling model is

the energy removed through the tube bank heat exchanger. The heat exchanger uses cold

water to remove heat from the autoclave air. The general form of the cooling model is

shown in equation 3.13.

T,u=7,+ Energt _In
Sys _Ihermal _Mass

3.r3

The Energt-in term in this equation is the only difference from the ramp up model. The

energy has a negative value for cooling since the heat exchanger removes energy from

theautoclaveair. The Energt-intermiscalculatedasinequation3.l4. Theheattransfer

coefücient, h¡ls, for the cooling coils of one autoclave was predicted from theory based

upon the heater design. The value of h¡?¿was found to be 2gJ wm2K.

Energt _In = hr" * HEEA*(CWf - 4)* 
^l 

* 60 3.t4

The Sys-Thermal-Mass term is the same as for the ramp up portion of the cure cycle.
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3.3.3 MODEL PERFORMANCE

The ARS model discussed above was used to model the response of the autoclave used in

this study for both Cycle I and Cycle II. Figure 3.7 and 3.8 provide an example of model

predictions and the cycle temperature and pressure for Cycle I and Cycle II respectively.

The ARS model was very successful in modelling the ramp up section for Cycle II and

qualitatively successful in modelling the ramp down segment for Cycle II. It did not

model Cycle I very well. The addition of a lead / lag control simulator to the ARS model

would have allowed the ramp up segment of Cycle II to continue until the air temperature

reached the setpoint temperature before transitioning to the cooling segment. This would

have shifted the cooling segment over the amount required to produce very good

agreement between the predicted and measured values. The ARS model predicted the air

temperatures for Cycle II more accurately than Cycle I. It is believed that this is because

the ARS model only accounted for pressure changes during the first 10 minutes of the

cycle (Cycle II's pressurization segment). The model was originally designed to prove its

concept on Cycle II and was not fully developed to deal with Cycle I. While the current

pressurization correction was adequate for the nearly constant pressures found in Cycle

II, it could not properly model Cycle I due to the several pressure ramps contained in this

cycle. Therefore, the lack of a pressunzation correction for the entire cycle length is

believed to be the reason why Cycle I was poorly modelled by the ARS model. The ARS

model did not model the transition from heating to cooling well and showed a satisfactory

ability to predict the response of temperature to the pressures found in Cycle II. The

reason why the model did not account for the heating to cooling transition well was
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because the lead / lag control present in the autoclave system was not modelled. For the

development of the ARS model lead / lag control must be included in the model to

improve the accuracy of the predicted autoclave response to setpoints. Further

improvements to the ARS model should include the addition of a pressurization

correction over the entire cure cycle. This would allow better modelling of cure cycles

like Cycle L The model could also be improved by eliminating some of the calibration

values required.

It was demonstrated in this section that the current ARS model could predict the

autoclave air temperature from the setpoint temperatures very well. However, since the

ARS program was not complete it was not possible to use the ARS model during the

SIMCLAVE validation simulations. The SIMCLAVE validation simulations required a

cure cycle to be provided to the process model. Simple line segment models were used to

represent the measured air temperature and used as inputs for the process models. This is

an acceptable practice because the preceding ARS discussion proved that the ARS model

could accurately model the autoclave air temperature response to cycle setpoints.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL Al\D SIMULATION DETAILS

4.T CIIAPTER LAYOUT

This chapter provides a description of the equipment and procedures used to conduct the

experiments required for the development of the SIMCLAVE and ARS software. Ail

experiments were performed at Boeing Canada Technology, Winnipeg Division. At the

end of this chapter details on the simulations are provided.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL PRINCIPLE

The design of the experiments described in this chapter are based upon the principle that

the effect of each factor on the heat transfer coefücient, h,is independent from the other

factors and that they may be combined in series to represent the effective Ct for a given

set of conditions. Under these assumptions the form of the equation for the combination

of the factors affecting the heat transfer coefficient is consistent with that shown in

equation 2.7. The autoclave constant, C1, is an empirical constant that allows an equation

to be developed from a proportionality as presented in equation 2.6. physically the Ct

value is thought to represent the gas flow conditions around the part and how they

influence heat transfer. These would include flow properties such as velocity, turbulence

and boundary layer thickness. The functions-f(fØ and g(X,Y) are used to represent how

the y,p and X,)z factors modify these flow properties and thus the heat transfer along the
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boundary in question. The KF value is used to quantify how the eggcrating modifies the

flow properties and thus the heat transfer under the tool. The KF6o, value is used to

represent the effect of the added resistance, R, which a vacuum bag induces into the heat

transfer condition of a part. The combination of each effect in series is expected to

provide a good approximation for the actual effect the combination of factors have on the

heat transfer along a given boundary. In fact the ability of the thermal boundary

condition model developed in this study to significantly improve the temperature

predictions by the t\¡/o process models suggests that the series approach is valid. This

ability is demonstrated in the latter part of chapter 5.

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

The development of the SIMCLAVE and ARS software required a large number of

experiments to be performed. All of the experiments made use of two calorimeters and

one of three cure cycles' This section will discuss the design and setup of the apparatus

used by the experiments.

4.3.1 AUTOCLAVE

Access to the autoclave used for this study was provided by Boeing Canada Technology,

Winnipeg Division' It had a straight section 2.44 meters in length and the diameter of the

inner cylinder was 7.22 meters. Hemispherical caps closed the autoclave ends. The

airflow in the autoclave was estimated to be 6 m/s (32)
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4.3.2 CALORIMETER

4.3.2.1 Calorimeter Design

Two aluminum plate calorimeters were designed and constructed. The use of two

calorimeters allowed for concurrent testing. This significantly reduced the number of

autoclave hours required to complete the experiment set. The constructed calorimeters

were similar to the calorimeters used by Johnston et al. (18) and Ghariban et al (17). The

calorimeter plates were constructed f¡om two aluminum plates of dimensions 30.5 x 30.5

x 1.9 cm. While the calorimeters used by Johnston et al. (18) had embedded

thermocouples, the calorimeters used in this study had thermocouples mounted on the

surface of the aluminum plates. When conducting experiments similar to those in

reference 18, Hendrickson found that the thermocouple readings became enatic (33)

when the J-type thermocouple tip touched the aluminum plate. For this reason, he

embedded the thermocouples in a nylon tube prior to embedding them in the aluminum

plate. Due to concerns about the thermal lag induced in the thermocouple readings by the

relatively low thermal conductivity of nylon, four J-type thermocouples were mounted on

both faces of each plates 5.08 cm from each corner as shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure

4.2. The thermocouples and sampling equipment used by the calorimeter were pre-

calibrated for industrial use. To eliminate the risk of erratic thermocouple readings from

the contact between the tip and the plate, each thermocouple tip was covered with high

temperature tape prior to being mounted on the plate. Silicone caulking was used to bond

the thermocouples to the plate. Silicone caulking also prevented the thermocouples from
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reading the autoclave air temperature rather than the plate temperature. The insulative

quality of the silicone was tested by blowing hot air from a heat gun at over 200oC on the

silicone covered thermocouple. The heated thermocouple readings were compared with

those fronË a thermocouple bonded to the same plate but shielded from the heat gun by a

piece of cardboard. The readings of the two thermocouples did not vary by more than

2oC. This proved that the thermocouples were reading the plate temperature.

A band of 1.27 cm thick silicone foam insulation was placed on all the edges of the plates

to prevent heat transfer through the plate edges. This allowed a l-dimensional heat

transfer model to be used to determine the heat transfer into the calorimeter, assuming

that the heat transfer coefficient was constant over the plate. The l-D heat transfer

equation is shown in equation 4. l.

Q , hA(Tn,, -7,¡

The Biot number for the calorimeter's configuration was confirmed to be much less than

0'1, the maximum allowable value for using a lumped capacitance assumption (34). This

calculation is presented in section 5.2.

The calorimeter plates were mounted onto a support stand. Strips of phenolic composite

were placed between the aluminum mounts and the calorimeter plates to prevent heat

transfer from the stand into the calorimeter plates. The thermal mass of the combination

of the calorimeters and the stand was approximated to be 16 730 JK while the thermal

mass of the autoclave liner and part support rack was approximated to be 437 4OO l/K.

Given these values the calorimeters and stand accounted for only 3Yo of thethermal mass

4.1
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Plate

Figure 4.1 : Thermocouple Placement

Figure 4.2: Photo of Two Calorimeters
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of the objects inside the autoclave. Therefore the presence of the calorimeters and stand

is believed to have an insignificant effect on the autoclave response to the temperature

and pressu-r:e cure cycles. In addition the calorimeter stand was designed so that the

calorimeters were mounted above the main body of the stand and so that the air flow over

the calorimeter faces would not be affected by the presence of the stand.

A thermocouple was mounted on the centre of the calorimeter stand to measure the

temperature of the autoclave gas. This thermocouple was used to examine the difference

between the autoclave atmospheric temperature recorded by the autoclave control

thermocouple and that near the calorimeter. A thermocouple was also mounted on the

autoclave wall about 75 cm from the front door to measure the wall temperature. Its

readings were used in the attempt to quantify the radiation component of the heat transfer

into the part.

4.3.2.2 Calorimeter Confi gurations

The calorimeter was only insulated on the edges for the majority of the experiments.

However, for experiments C, D and F one face of the plate was covered with two layers

of the silicone insulation. The total thickness of the insulation was I .27 cm. The

insulation helped to limit the heat transfer to the uncovered face only. This was required

because of the nature of the experiments. An analysis of the effectiveness of the silicone

as insulation is presented in chapter 5. The Biot numbers of the insulated and non-
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insulated configurations \¡/ere much less than 0.1. Figure 4.3 illustrates these two

insulation confi gurations.

4.3.2.3 Calorimeter Orientations

The two calorimeters were used in various orientations as shown in Figures a.4 a) - e).

The diagonal I and inline orientations were used for the majority of the experiments. The

diagonal I orientation was designed to provide two independent calorimeter plates to

explore the heat transfer in the autoclave. Space constraints prevented the calorimeter

plates from being mounted on separate stands. This limited the independence of the two

calorimeters as the distance between the two plates was limited by the geometry of the

calorimeter stand. The inline orientation was designed to explore the shadowing effect of

plate A on plate B for the inclined plate experiment. The other three orientations were

used to examine the effect of position within the autoclave on heat transfer.

Two angles were changed in the inclined plate experiment; the plate angle relative to the

freestream, y, and the plate angle relative to the autoclave axis, B, as defined in Figure

4-5. When the calorimeter plate is horizontal the y angle is zero. Positive angles of y are

created when the back part of the plate is rotate upwards. The inline orientation

corresponds to a p angle of zero. Table 4.1, in section 3.2, provides a summary of the

configurations and orientations used in this study.
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Figure 4.3: Non-Insulated / Insulated Configurations

Figure 4.4: Calonmeter Orientations (Not to scale)

Continued on next page
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Side by Side Front Side by Side Back

Figure 4 4: Calonmeter Orientations (Not to scale)
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4.3.2.4 Vacuum Bag Types

During processing of composite materials in an autoclave the part is typically covered

with a "vacuum bag" to prevent its exposure to the gas use in the autoclave. The bag is

also used to help consolidate the plies by applying a vacuum of -l atmosphere on the

part. Inside the bag, the composite layers are covered with various bagging materials. In

this thesis these bagging materials along with the outer bag material are referred to as a

"vacuum bag". The outer layer consists of a nylon film that seals to prevent the

autoclave atmosphere from entering the bag. Next is a breather material that channels the

airlvolatile gases from the laminate to the vacuum flange. A Teflon type film is used to

separate the breather from the composite part. Such a vacuum bag is believed to form a

barrier to the heat transfer and hence the resistivities of two vacuum bag types were

examined as a part of this study. The first was a bag type that is most commonly used

during manufacturing and is therefore named the common bag. The second was a bag

with two breather cloth layers and is referred to as the unique bag. A schematic of the

two bag variations is provided in Figure 4.6. The testing consisted of three trials forthe

unique bag type using both Cycles I and II. Three trials were also performed for the

common bag using Cycle II. A modified version of Cycle II was also used to evaluate

the effect of pressure on the common bag's resistivity. The modified version of Cycle II

had a lower pressure of 310 kPa rather than the regular 586 kpa. One test was also

completed using both versions of Cycle II without silicone insulation on the bottom of the

tool to examine the pressure effects.
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Figure 4.6: Bag Types
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4.4 PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE CYCLES

The combination of temperature and pressure cycles used in studying the heat transfer is

known as the cure cycle. Two specialized cure cycles were developed to minimize the

autoclave time required to complete the required experiments without sacrificing the

accuracy of the results. Cycles I and II are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 respectively.

Cycle I was used for the characterization of the autoclave constant C used in the analysis

of data from other experiments. Cycle I was used for the autoclave characterization

experiment. The analysis in this experiment required the pressure and temperature to

change at the same time. To make this possible increasing and decreasing pressure and

temperature combinations were required. For this reason Cycle I was created with

several pressure ramps and temperature ramps. The cycle was designed to be similar to

that used by Johnston et al. (18). The results from all the experiments except the

characterization experiment were expected to be independent of pressure for the

pressures found in an autoclave. Therefore the cycle used with these experiments could

employ a typical autoclave processing pressure without sacrificing experimental

accuracy. Also since the majority of the experiments used Cycle II it had to be as short

as possible to save time while preserving the experimental accuracy. Therefore Cycle II

was developed with relatively high temperature ramp rates. A manufacturing cure cycle,

Cycle III, was used to cure parts to evaluate the predictions developed by the thermal

boundary condition model. Cycle III is illustrated in Figure 4.9. Manufacturing cure

cycle, Cycle IV, was used to cure parts to evaluate the SIMCLAVE / process model

software combination. Figure 4.10 provides a diagram of cycre IV.
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Table 4.1: Experimental Test Summary

4.5 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experimental procedure for each experiment listed in Table 4.1 is discussed in the

following sections.

4.5.1 EXPERIMENT A: MEASUREMENT OF AUTOCLAVE CONSTANT

This experiment develops the C1 value required by equation 2.7. Equation 2.7 is the

general equation used to calculate the heat transfer coefficient when all the heat transfer

factors examined in this study are considered. The autoclave constant, C7, wâs obtained

using the analysis technique described in section 43.1. Equation 4.2is a simplified form

A Autoclave
Constant

I Diagonal I Non-insulated NA

B Axial
Position

II Diagonal 1,2,
side by side front
and back. inline

Non-insulated NA

C Orientation
to Freestream

II Inline Insulated NA

D BagR/
KFmo

TI lnline Insulated Common
and Unique

E Eggcrating
KF

II Diagonal I Insulated NA

F Inter-part
Shadowins

il Diagonal 1 Insulated NA

G SIMCLAVE
Validation

III,
IV

NA NA NA
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of equation 2.7 used for the analysis of the results for experiment A. Definitions for the

variables used in this equation can be found in the nomenclature section.

The calorimeter was configured as mentioned in Table 4.1 and placed on the autoclave

tool rack at the geometric centre of the autoclave. The calorimeter plates were just above

the vertical éenterline of the autoclave. The calorimeter was exposed to Cycle I. Three

trials were complete.

4.5.2 EXPERIMENT B: INFLUENCE OF AXIAL POSITION ON /t

The effect of axial position on the heat transfer rate into the calorimeter was required for

the development of the SIMCLAVE software. This effect is represented by the g(X,Y)

function in equation 2.7. The calorimeter set was configured as indicated in Table 4.1

and exposed to cycle II while being positioned in the front, centre and back of the

autoclave. For the front position, the front edge of plate A was 30.48 cm from the

leading edge of the straight section of the autoclave. For the centre position, the centre of

the calorimeter set was placed at the centre of the autoclave. Plates A and B were

equidistant from the centre of the autoclave. For the back position, the trailing edge of

plate B was 30.48 cm from the trailing edge of the autoclave straight section. The

calorimeter \¡/as exposed to cycle II for all positions. The diagonal I orientation of the

calorimeter set was used in all positions. The remaining orientations listed in Table 4.1

4.2n=cl,(ft)'
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were used to confirm that the variation of the heat transfer coefficient with position was

not due to the calorimeter orientation used.

After reviewing the published work on this subject it was concluded that a linear model

for the change in heat transfer with X and Y position would provide a relatively accurate

and simple model. The X - Y coordinate system is defined in Figure 4.11. Equation 4.3

presents the form of the linear model developed to represent the change of h with X and

Y position. This is a simplified version of equation 2.7. Three trials were performed for

each position and orientation used in this experiment.

Cn =ç x g(X,y)

where: g(X,y)=(A* Xy +B*y +D* X +E)

The values of A B, D and E were obtained by fitting the experimental

equation 4.3 and are presented in chapter 5.

4.5.3 EXPERIMENT C: INFLUENCE OF ORIENTATION TO FREESTREAM

Experiment C was used to determine the f(yafl function used in experiment 2.7. The y

and p angles are defined in Figure 4.5. The influence of the y angle of plate A and of p

angle of plate A and plate B on heat transfer was investigated for the autoclave used.

The combinations of the y and p angles studied by this experiment are shown in Table

4.2. It was assumed that the B angle would not affect the heat transfer for the plates when

plate A had a y angle of 0o. Therefore only one trial was performed for y: go.

4.3

data using
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Several assumptions were used to reduce the number of data sets required to save costly

autoclave time.

. It waì assumed that the heat transfer for y : 0o would be independent of the p

angle to reduce the number of experiments required.

The effect on heat transfer of plates oriented at negative B angles to the autoclave

axis was assumed to be the same as that for plates oriented at positive B angles.

Hence, tests were carried out only for positive beta angles.

Only one trial was completed for each set of angles as it was too costly and time

consuming to do additional trials. It was assumed that outliers could be detected

by trend analysis.

Even with the use of all these assumptions the trials for experiment C required nearly ll0

hours of autoclave operation time. Approximateþ I hour of downtime was associated

with the loading and unloading of experimental equipment from the autoclave for each

trial. Therefore approximately 140 hours of potential production autoclave time were

used to support this experiment. The cost of this time is approximately $30,000. If these

assumptions \¡/ere not used the time and cost associated with the experiment would have

increased by a factor of 2.5-3.

The inline orientation was used so that plate B could also be used to measure the effect of

the orientation of plate A on a surface directly downstream from it. This was done in an
:

effort to maximize the information gained from this large batch of costly trials. The

insulated configuration was used on both calorimeters to minimize the heat transfer
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Du"

Autoclave Door

Figure 4.11. Definition Autoclave Coordinate System

Table 4.2. Combination ofy and p Angles Studied

Right Side of Autoclave

0 X X X X x X X

30 X x X x x x
60 X x X x X X

90 X x X X X X
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through the opposite side of the calorimeter.

allowed the observation of the difference in

angles.

in chapter 5. .

Crp=C*lU'þ)

This was crucial for the angled plate as it

heat transfer for the positive and negative

44

The plates were located at the axial and horizontal centre of the autoclave and exposed to

cycle II for all trials. The form of the equation anticipated for the y and p angle model for

a single plate is shown in equation 4.4. The equation developed for the model is provided

4.5.4 EXPERIMENT D: DETERMINATION OF R AND KFtos FOR THE BAG

A model of the resistivities of the two bag types described in the section 4.3.2.4 were

required to develop a better model for the heat transfer into the part. This is because the

calorimeters used were bare aluminum while the parts being processed were covered with

a bag. Also the model of the resistivities of the bags was required to complete the

analysis for the experiment E. Two models were used, the first used a resistivity value,

R, and the second used a knock down factor, KF6os. The form of the heat transfer

correction equations that use the.R and KF6o, values are shown in equations 4.5 and 4.6

respectively. The KF6og value found from this experiment is the same value used in

equation 2.7. 'When a bag is present during the processing of a composite part, the

thermal boundary conditions found are more realistically represented by the effective

heat transfer coefficient. The relationship between R and KF6og is shown in equation 4.7.
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A set of three trials was completed with just the silicone insulation on the plate to allow

the resistivity of the silicone insulation to be calculated. This was necessary to permit the

calculation of the energy through the silicone insulation and bagged calorimeter

combination. Three trials were performed for each of the three different cure cycles for

each bag type. Cycle I and Cycle II were used along with a variation of Cycle II that had

a maximum þressure of 310 kPa. The three cycles were used to examine the effect of

different pressures and cycles on the bag resistivity. Also, an additional trial was

performed with no silicone insulation on the bottom side of the plate to examine the

possibility that the silicone was inducing experimental effor. All the trials were

performed at the geometric centre of the autoclave and used the configuration and

orientation mentioned in Table 4.1 This permitted the .R and KF6og values to be

determined in a manner similar to that of the silicone insulation. Details on the analysis

used to determine the R and KF6ogvalues are provided in chapter 5.

4.5.5 EXPERIMENT E: DETERMINATION OF K¡'FOR EGGCRATING

A majority of the tooling used for the curing of composite parts in autoclaves is made of

two main components, a tool plate and a substructure supporting the tool plate. The tool

45
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plate is usually a l-2 cm thick plate of material shaped to the part contour. The

substructure is commonly called eggcrating. The eggcrating usually consists of a series

of plates laid out in a criss-cross pattern under the tool plate. Figures 4.74 and 4.75

provide photos of a common production tool and eggcrating. The plates are typically

manufactured from the same material as the tool plate and have large holes cut in them to

control the thermal mass of the tool. The combination of the criss-cross pattern and the

large holes in the plates creates a highly unpredictable heat transfer condition under the

tool plate. This heat transfer situation would be very difficult to model without the use of

Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) models. A CFD model would be too

computationally intensive for the purposes of the APCS. The purpose of this experiment

was to determine the scale of the eggcrating's effect on the heat transfer into the tool

plate. A knockdown factor KF was determined to account for the effect of eggcrating on

heat transfer. The value of KF is the same value used in equation 2.7. Equation 4.8 is a

simplified uersion of equation 2.7 that presents how the KF for the eggcrating will be

used to account for the effect of the eggcrating as an individual factor.

Cnss = KF xC

The KF provided by this experiment only accounts for the knockdown effect of the

eggcrating examined and this factor has to be determined for each type of eggcrating.

Production tool LM313W3650-2 Unit 1 was selected from Boeing Canada Technology,

Winnipeg Division's inventory because its tool plate is nearly flat and it is supported by

eggcrating similar to that of many other tools. The top surface of the tool was insulated

with the unique bag for one trial and two layers of the silicone insulation covered with a

4.8
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nylon bag film for a second and third trial. The reason why the top surface of the tool

was covered with different materials was to examine the effect that the insulation

material would have on the KF value determined by the experiment. During the second

trial the nylon was perficrated to eliminate any vacuum effects on the resistivity of the

silicone. Figure 4.72 is a photo of the tool with the unique bag. Figure 4.13 is a photo of

the tool with the silicone insulation. Four thermocouples were placed on the top surface

of the tool pl'ate under the insulation. A thermocouple was offset from each corner of the

tool. Cycle II was used for all trials.

4.5.6 EXPERIMENT F: INTER-PART SHADOWING

The presence of an object in front of a part in the autoclave is expected to have an effect

on the heat transfer into the part since it would modify the airflow over the part. During

autoclave processing the leading object would usually be another part. The scale of this

effect was examined while conducting experiment E by placing the calorimeter behind

the LM3 13W.3650-2 Unit I tool. Plate A was placed so it touched the trailing end of the

tool while the leading edge of the plate B was 0.43 meters behind the tool. The top

surfaces of the calorimeters were nearly aligned with the top of the tool. For trial I the

bottom surface of plate A and the top surface of plate B were insulated. For trials 2 and3

the top surface of plate A and the top surface of plate B were insulated. Photos of these

configurations are provided in Figures 4.14 and 4.15 respectively.
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Figure 4.12: Bagged Tool

Figure 4.13: Tool with Silicone Insulation
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Figure 4.14: Calorimeter Setup Trial 1

Figure 4.15: Calorimeter Setup Tr:al2
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4.s.7 EXPERIMENT G: SIMCLAVE VALIDATION

The validation of the SIMCLAVE software was a three-stag" p.o"årr. The first stage

was strictly computer based model work that ensured SIMCLAVE and process model

were communicating properly. The process model used for the initial trials was

COMPRO, which was developed by the University of British Columbia.

The second stage involved the curing of an angled part at three different locations in the

autoclave. The angled part selected was cured on three different tools used for material

testing at Boeing Canada Technology, Winnipeg Division. These parts were

manufactured from BMS 8-297 material. Shead (a) and Koteshwara (35) provided

further details on the manufacturing of these laminates in their theses. The three tools

were Tool Ar Tool B and Tool C. Tool A was a low mass aluminium tool, Tool B was an

invar tool and Tool C was a high mass aluminium tool. Figures 4.16,4.17,4.18 provide

schematics of tools A, B and C respectively. Figure 4.19 shows the locations of the tool

in the autoclave during the experiment trials. Using cycle III the composite angle

laminates were cured on each tool to provide a record of the temperature profile

developed in each part. Predicted part temperature profiles were developed for each tool

/ location combination using the heat transfer models developed in this study combined

with both the UM and COMPRO process models. The predicted part profiles and the

measured part profiles were compared to determine if the heat transfer models were

improving the accuracy of the temperature predictions being developed by the process

models.
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Figure 4.17: Tool BTool A

T
Figure 4.16:

Figure 4.18: Tool C

Figure 4.19: Tool Locations In Autoclave

TIC2 â
0.305m I 0.61 m rtc4
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Stage three focused directly on tool C. Tool C was the tool with the largest thermal mass

and therefore provided a larger thermal lag for better evaluation of SIMCLAVE's

performance. Thermal reference data was developed for comparison to predictions made

by the SIMCLAVE / Process model combination by curing parts on tool C under various

conditions. Using cycle fV, angle laminates were cured on tool C in two locations,

position 1 and position 2 as shown in Figure 4.20. Position I was 0.46 meters from the

front and centred on the left side of the autoclave, O.23 meters from the centerline.

Position 2 was 0.46 meters from the back and centred on the right side of the autoclave,

0.23 meters from the centerline. These positions were near the boundaries of the space

represented by the data used to build the XY position model. At each position two

orientations of the tool (p angle), 45o and -45" were examined. For each angle the centre

of the tool was placed at the location specified above. To fully simulate the production

environment each part was bagged using the common bag. The part temperatures

recorded during the four cures v/ere compared with predicted part temperatures from the

SIMCLAVE / COMPRO combination. These results were also compared to the

temperatures predicted using a C value of 0.385 for all the part boundaries. This C value

is the autoclave constant for the autoclave used as apart of this study. These runs are the

part temperature predictions that COMPRO would provide for the parts tested in this

study without the SIMCLAVE software or the thermal boundary condition model.
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Position 1,45"

Position l, -45o

Position 2, -45"

Figure 4.20: Tool C Positions for Stage 3 SIMCLAVE Validation

Position 2,45"
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4.6 SIMULATION

The thermal boundary condition model developed by this study was validated using the

method described in section 4.5.7. This section will discuss the details of the simulations

performed for stages two and three of experiment G.

4.6.1 STAGE 2 VALIDATION

The second stage of the SIMCLAVE validation involved the validation of the thermal

boundary condition model on which SIMCLAVE is founded The thermal boundary

condition model was used to predict the thermal boundary conditions for three tools. The

same type of part was cured on each tool. The parts used are described in section 4.5.7.

The predictions were used'as inputs to COMPRO and the IIM process model to develop

predicted part temperatures. These part temperature predictions were compared to part

temperatures measured during a curing of these three parts.

The settings used in the COMPRO process model are described in detail in reference (4).

The finite element mesh models used in COMPRO were symmetric models. The

schematics of the models used to define the location of the boundaries are provided in

Figures 4.21,4.22 and 4.23. Symmetric models were used to reduce the computation

time required for the simulation by decreasing the size of the finite element models.

Table 4.3 summarizes the thermal boundary conditions provided to COMpRO for each of

these models. COMPRO was developed to use equation 2.1. Therefore SIMCLAVE had
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to represent the thermal boundary conditions with C values rather than Ct values for

COMPRO. Note that the line of symmetry of the model coincides with boundary 6 for

each model. Since this boundary is actually directly touching the other "half' of the

model it is assumed to be adiabatic and therefore has a C value of 0. The settings used in

the UM process model are described in detail in reference (35). The schematics of the

models used to define the location of the boundaries for the three tools are provided in

Figures 4.24, 4.25 and 4.26. The thermal boundary conditions submitted to the UM

process model are sumrnarized in Table 4.4.

4.6.2 STAGE 3 VALIDATION

The third stage of the SIMCLAVE validation involved the validation of the SIMCLAVE

software. SIMCLAVE was used to generate the thermal boundary conditions for Tool C

in two different locations. For each position two part orientations were used as described

in section 4.5.7. The thermal boundary conditions were provided to COMPRO to predict

the part temperatures for each position and orientation. The angled part described in

section 4.5.7 was cured at the four location / orientation combinations. The part

temperature was recorded for each of these position / orientation combinations for

comparison with the predicted values.

The settings used in the COMPRO process model were the same as those for Tool C in

section 4.6.I except for the CYC, BCI and PAT files. The CYC file is used to provide

the cure cycle information to COMPRO. The cure cycle defined by the CYC file used
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for these simulations is shown in Figure 4.27 . The cure cycle was a simple line segment

model of the autoclave air temperature measured while the actual parts were cured. This

was done to simulate the effect of the ARS software. The rationale for this approach is

presented in section 3.3.3. The BCI and PAT files described in reference (4) were

modified by SIMCLAVE to reflect the new thermal boundary conditions experienced by

the part / tool combination for each combination of location and orientation. The BCI file

is used to define the boundary conditions for COMPRO while the PAT file is used to

define the finite element mesh and the boundaries for COMPRO. These files are very

large and complex and are therefore omitted from this document.

A simulation was performed to develop predicted part temperature data to quantify the

capabilities of the default thermal boundary condition model provided in COMPRO.

This data was required for comparison with the predicted part temperatures developed

using SIMCLAVE. This simulation used a C value of 0.385 for all the part boundaries.

It also used the same settings as the above-mentioned simulations except that the BCI file

was modified to provide the desired C value to COMpRO

The settings used for SIMCLAVE for the four simulations mentioned above were

identical except for the position and orientation angles of the part. The common settings

are listed in Table 4.5 and the settings that were unique to each simulation are listed in

Table 4.6. The autoclave name variable is used for communication between user and the

software. The autoclave constant is the C value corresponding the Ct value calculated for

the autoclave used in this study. The autoclave length and diameter represent the length
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Figure 4.27'. Cycle Defined by Simulation CYC File

Table 4.5: Common SIMCLAVE Settings

Autoclave Name Autoclave 1

Autoclave Constant 0.385 w(m'Pa*''K"')
Autoclave Lenglh 96 nches

Autoclave Diameter 48 nches

ho 0 Wint'K

To -273.15 OC

b 0.8

Axial Position 1

Part Self Shadowing 0

Aneled Plate I

Esscrating 1

Autoclave Loading 0

Multi-part / Single Part 0

Part PAT File Name toolC.pat

Part BCI File Name toolC.bci
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Table 4.6: Unique SIMCLAVE Settings

I 45" x t9.97 inches

v 7.14 inches
z 0 inches

ß 135 degrees

-45" X 16.25 inches
Y 7.14 nches
z 0 nches

ß 45 degrees
2 45" x 79 75 inches

v -10.86 inches
z 0 inches

ß 13s degrees

-45" X 76.03 inches

v -10.86 nches

z 0 nches

ß 45 degrees

and diameter of the straight section of the autoclave respectively. These are expressed in

inches because the PAT file defined the part in inches. SIMCLAVE requires that the

units of the autoclave length and diameter be expressed in the same units as the PAT file

defines the part. hoisthe heat transfer coefficient that is to be assigned to the boundary.

Since SMCLAVE is providing C values for COMPRO to calculate å values, the å value

is set to zero to allow COMPRO to calculatethe h value using the thermal boundary

condition model. Z¿ is used to convert the temperatures produced by COMPRO to

absolute temperature for use in the thermal boundary model. å is the exponent on the

pressure and temperature term in equation 2.7 . The current model uses a value of 0.8.

This value was left flexible so that the results of future experiments could be easily

included in SMCLAVE. The next six terms are values used to toggle on or off the

various capabilities of SIMCLAVE. A value of I means that the option is on while a

value of 0 means that the option is off. The part PAT file name is the file name of the
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PAT file used to provide the finite element mesh to SIMCLAVE. The part BCI file name

is the file name of the BCI file used to provide the initial boundary condition definitions

to SIMCLAVE. The x, /, z values are used to define the position of the part within the

autoclave. The r value is the distance from the front of the straight section of the

autoclave to the location on the part I tool corresponding to the origin of the finite

element mesh. The y value is the horizontal distance from the centreline of the autoclave

to the location on the part I tool corresponding to the origin of the finite element mesh.

The z value is currently not used and is therefore set to 0. It has been included to allow

for the future SIMCLAVE upgrades. The p angle is used to define the part orientation.

It is defined in Figure 4.5. h should be noted that the finite element mesh was defined as

a cross-section of the tool used in this simulation. Therefore the B of the part must have

90o added to it to represent the B of the finite element mesh.
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 CHAPTER LAYOUT

The results of the experiments and simulations described in Chapter 4 are presented and

discussed in this chapter. The assumptions required for the analysis of the results and the

analysis techniques used on the calorimeter data are presented. This is followed by a

discussion of the results for each experiment in the order presented in chapter 4. Finally,

the evaluation of the SIMCLAVE program using the validation experiments is presented.

5.2 ASSUMPTIONS

Several assumptions were made while designing and using the calorimeter to carry out

the experiments described in chapter 4. These are summarized in the following list.

o The thermal properties of the calorimeter follow the lumped capacitance

assumption.

o The heat transfer through the calorimeter is one-dimensional.

o The heat transfer coefficient obtained using the calorimeter plates is assumed to

represent the value for the centre ofthe plate.

The condition that must be met for a body to be modelled using a lumped capacitance

assumption is that the Biot number must be less than 0.1 (34). The Biot number is a
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representation of the ratio of the energy entering the surface of a body to the ability of the

body to conduct energy away from that surface. The equation for the Biot number is

provided in equation 5.1 (34).

B¡=L
k

The characteristic length, L, of the calorimeter plate with silicone on one face was 0 019

meters while the characteristic length of the calorimeter without insulation on either face

was 0.0085 meters. The k value for the aluminum plate was 177 W/mK and the assumed

maximum heat transfer into the surface was 200 Wmzf 1:+¡. The value of 200 Wlm2K

was chosen as the heat transfer coefficients seen in literature for autoclave heat transfer

were all smaller than this value. Inspection of all the heat transfer coefficient values

measured in this study showed that this assumption was valid. The above-mentioned

values provide a Biot number of 0.02. This is much smaller than the allowable limit of

0.1. Therefore the lumped capacitance assumption is valid for the silicone insulated and

non-insulated plate. The maximum decrease in heat transfer caused by either bag was

observed to be 7l%o in this study. The characteristic length of the calorimeter was

assumed to be the same as the unbagged calorimeter because the bag was thin and it's

thermal mass was less than one percent of the calorimeter plate's thermal mass.

The assumption that the calorimeter experienced one-dimensional heat transfer was

reasonable since the edges of the calorimeter were covered with 1.27 cm of silicone

insulation and the total area of the edges was 73o/o of the area of the two faces. It was

assumed that the heat transfer coefficient of the silicone insulated edges was 20o/o that of

either bare face. This was a worst case assumption. The effective h for the silicone

5.1
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insulation was checked using

thickness, I : 0.0127 meters,

sur ce and equation 5.2.

h"f =

the Æ"¡ value calculated in Appendix { the insulation

several assumed effective å's for the bare calorimeter

5.2-Ih. +_
oare k

The resulting effective heat transfer coefficients from these calculations are shown in

Table 5.1. This table clearly shows that the energy entering the edge insulation would

approach the 20Yo assumption only when the heat transfer through the bare face was

significantly less than 100 Wm2K. Using the assumption that the heat transfer

coefficient of the calorimeter edge was ZOYo that of the bare face, only 3Yo of the energy

entering the plate would enter through the edge. This would rise to about 4o/o when the

top face was bare and the bottom face was insulated and about 9o/o whenthe bottom face

was insulated and the top face was covered with either bag. During experiment C the

insulated side of the plate sometimes faced towards the incoming freestream flow. This

orientation would reduce the energy flow th¡ough the bare side of the plate and increase

the o/o of energy entering through the insulated edges. Under these circumstances the

energy entering the plate through the edges would be approximately 5Yo. Therefore the

one-dimensional heat transfer assumption is believed to be valid.

Table 5.1. Checking the Edge Heat Transfer Coefficient Assumption
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The calorimeter plate was small relative to the size of the autoclave. The ratio of the

calorimeter plate face area to the cross-sectional area of the autoclave was 0.08 or 8%.

The ratio of the calorimeter plate face area to the longitudinal area of the autoclave was

0.037 or 3Yo. Further, the minimum distance between sampling points in the autoclave

was 1.8 calorimeter plate lengths in the longitudinal direction and 1.5 calorimeter plate

lengths in the cross-sectional dimension. The applicability of the lumped capacitance

assumption means that the temperature of the plate would be nearly uniform throughout

its length and width and that the å determined by this method would be an average heat

transfer coefficient for the entire plate. Since the variability in h with the X and Y

position is nearly linear, the average h over the area covered by the plate would be a good

approximation of the h of the centre of the plate. This discussion supports the third

assumption that the å measured by the calorimeter is the å at the centre of the plate.

5.3 CALORIMETER DATA ANALYSIS

The thermocouple readings from the calorimeter were used to calculate the measured h

using the lumped capacitance assumption. The principle of energy conservation was also

used. The energy entering the calorimeter plate due to convection was assumed to be

entirely used to increase the plate temperature. This is mathematically represented in

equation 5.3.

hA o^*@",, - Tr^")= P pht"C p.prot",o,o,"fu
dt

5.3
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The left side of equation 5.3 represents the energy entering the plate due to convection

and the right side represents the energy being stored in the plate. Here the effects of

radiation were neglected. h can be calculated using equation 5.4.

,^ - 
P put"C p,ptot"V ptot" -,. 

dTrt"*tr=iffi*-T*)*-ã- s'4

The eight thermocouple readings from each calorimeter were averaged to obtain the

average plate temperature applying the lumped capacitance assumption. The cure cycle

was divided into small time intervals and the plate temperature ramp rate {rl!' *u,
dt

determined for each time interval to be used in equation 5.4. The data acquisition system

sampled the temperature and pressure every 30 seconds. This sampling rate was

adequate for reliable analysis of the results from the experiments.

5.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS / DISCUSSION

The results of the experiments performed in this study are presented and discussed in this

section.

5.4.1 EXPERIMENT A: MEASUREMENT OF AUTOCLAVE CONSTANT

å is related to the autoclave constant through equation 5.5

4

n =c.t(L\t'lTp)
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The derivation of this equation is provided in section2.3.l. The autoclave constant, C7,

was determined by plotting the measured heat transfer coefficient against the

. ,!
O(+)tterm as shown in Figure 5.1. Equation 5.5 is a modification of the model
lrp )

developed by Johnston et al. (18). The addition of the gas properties to equation 5.5

increased the model accuracy by 3o/o. A regression line was fit to the data plotted in

Figure 5.1. Constant, Cr, is the slope of that line. For the case shown in Figure 5.1 Ci is

0.0027. The results of the three trials are shown in Table 5.2. The average Cr values for

the left side, plate d and the right side, plate B, were 0 00253 and 0.00177 respectively.

The average Cr value for the two sides was 0.00215 + 0.00015. An earlier investigation

used a different calorimeter and found a C7 value for the autoclave used in this study to

be 0.002 (32)

The results of this experiment showed that the heat transfer coefficient was higher on the

Ieft side of the autoclave than on the right. This agrees with the observations provided by

Ghariban et al. (16). This effect will be discussed in detail in the next section on the

results of experiment B. Figure 5.1 indicates that equation 5.5 fits the experimental data

satisfactory. The scatter in Figure 5.1 is a good representation of the scatter found in the

data from all the experiments. This scatter is believed to be due to a combination of the

relative magnitude of the thermocouple error to the temperature difference between the

autoclave air and the part, T6¡¡ -Tprate, and the sensitivity of equation 5.4 to temperature

erors. Equation 5.6 is equation 5.4 modified to include a temperature error terrn.
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Figure 5.1: Temperature and Pressure Autoclave Model Fit for a Sample Data Set

Table 5.2: Determined C¡ Values

A. Left Side I 0.002s
A Left Side 2 0 0025
A, Left Side J 0.0026

0';

B, Rieht Side I 0.0017
B. Rieht Side 2 0.0018
B. Rieht Side 3 0 0018
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¡ - 
P pøt" * C p.ptot" *V 

ptot" * R&n¡

Apto,n * (Tt- - Tprot" xTuoo,)

The temperature error tefin, TError, results from the thermocouple error. The J-type

thermocouples used on the calorimeters had an error range of +1oC. The maximum value

of T¿r,6r,2"C, would occur when the air temperature thermocouple error was *1"C and

the part temperature thermocouples error \rias -loC. In the opposite case the error would

be -2"C. Therefore any areas of the cure cycle that produced To¡r - Tput"values close to

2oC would experience the maximum scatter in the calculated å values. The transition

zones of a cure cycle would produce such Za¡¡ - Tphtu values. A transition zone is defined

as an area where the cure cycle is changing between ramp-up, hold or ramp-down

segments and that produce ã To¡, - Tput" value of less than 2.5"C. Assuming that the

transition zone endpoints created a loC/min (0.0167 "C/s) minimum ramp rate in the part

and using the plate properties in Table 5.3 an estimate of the scatter developed by the

thermocouple error was performed using equation 5.7.

Table 5.3: Calorimeter Material Properties (34)

Equation 5.8 provides the å values calculated using equation 5.7. Equation 5.9 calculates

the measured h value that would have been calculated without the thermocouple error.

5.6

Specific Heat, C
0.00177
0 I858
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h- 277O* 875 * 0.00177 + 0.0167

h = 85.7

o.t8s8 *(z.sxz)

Wm2K or h = 771.2 Wlm2K

5.7

58

h- 2770* 875 * 0.00177 *0.0167
=154.2 Wm2K

o.tssB*(zs) 59

The maximum scatter between the erroneous å values and the actual h value is 4O0Yo.

Scatter of this magnitude was observed in the transition regions of the data used to

generate Figure 5.1. Therefore the scatter in the calculated å values can be attributed to

the effor of the thermocouples used. More precise thermocouples would have

significantly reduced the scatter in the experimental data. For example, if thermocouples

with a maximum error range of +0.loC were used, the maximum scatter would have been

9o/o. It is therefore reconìmended that future experiments use thermocouples with more

precision. The present study managed the scatter problem by eliminating the transition

zone measured h values before continuing the analysis with the remaining recorded data.

The experiment A was in close agreement with Hendrickson's results (32).

5.4.2 EXPERIMENT B: INFLUENCE OF AXIAL POSITION ON /,

The data from this experiment was used to develop the g(X,Y) term for equation 2.7 .

5.4.2.1 Axial Position Analysis

Figure 5.2 shows the variation of h with axial position for the left and right sides of the

autoclave. Each point in the plot represents the average of the results of three trials. The
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å decreased from the front to the back of the autoclave. The decrease in heat transfer

coefficient with axial position on the left side of the autoclave was more pronounced than

on the right hand side. Note that the calorimeters were placed in only two locations in the

Y direction, one on the left side and one on the right side, and three in the X direction for

a total of six positions. The data sets from the three X locations for the left side was fit to

a linear regression line, while the data sets from the three locations for the right side were

fit to a second linear regression line. The change in the slope and intercept of the

regression lines was represented by a linear model in the Y direction to develop the

model shown in equation 5.10 and 5.11. Details on this procedure are provided in

Appendix C. The scaled heat transfer coefficient at the front of the autoclavewasl.92

and 1 .27 times the heat transfer coefficient at the back for the left and right side

respectively. The resulting surface model used to represent the data is shown in equation

5,10. The coefficients were calculated using equations C.7 through C. l0 in Appendix C.

Cn =ç* g(X,f)

g(X,Y)= (- I .5299* xY +0.9965 *Y -0.5643x X +1.2805)

5.10

5.1 I

The 3-dimensional surface created by this equation is shown in Figure 5.3. Near the

autoclave walls and near the very front and back of the autoclave the prediction of Cxy

using equation 5.10 may contain some error due to the lack of data points in these areas.

During processing, parts are not often placed extremely close to the autoclave wall.

Therefore the lack of data points near the walls is not believed to be a major concern.

However, parts are routinely placed at the very front and back of the autoclave. Some

extrapolation error will be included in the model predictions at these locations.

Developing an improved model from a larger set of data points will help to eliminate this
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error. However, the linear model provided a reasonable approximation of the observed

trends. The maximum elror between the six data points and the model predictions is

12%. Therefore the presented model is considered to be satisfactory for the purposes of

SIMCLAVE and APCS.

The data provided in reference 18 were extrapolated to obtain å values at the very front

and back of the autoclave for comparison with the results f¡om this study. After

extrapolation the heat transfer coefficient at the front was 1.52 times the h at the back.

The data from reference 16 did not require extrapolation. In this reference, the h at the

front of the autoclave was 1.73 times the h at the back. Since the results in references 18

and 16 were obtained by performing experiments at the centre of the autoclave only, the h

values from this study corresponding to the left and right side of the autoclave had to be

averaged for comparison. The averagehfor the left and right sides was 1.60. This lies

in-between the values quoted in references 18 and 16. The results from these three

research groups exhibit agreement in trends and similar values for the ratio of h at the

front to that at the back of the autoclave. The observed difference among the å values

determined by the three research teams may be due to the fact that different Reynolds

numbers and autoclaves were used for each study. The Reynolds numbers used for the

experiments in reference 16 were 30 times less than those used in this study. The

Reynolds number from reference 16 is expected to be higher than that used in reference

18. It is conceivable that the Reynolds number influences the effect of axial position on

heat transfer. The properties of more autoclaves are required to determineif the effect of

axial position on heat transfer is comparable for all autoclaves.
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5.4.2.2Validation of Diagdnal 1 Orientation

Theanalysisofthedataasdiscussedinsection4.3.z.Iwasbasedontheassumptionthat

the thermal boundary conditions on plates A and B used in the diagonal 1 orientations

were independent of each other. In order to varidate this assumption several trials were

completedwiththecalorimeterinthediagonal2,sidebysidefrontandsidebysideback

orientations.Iftheplatesweretrulyindependentofeachotherinthediagonall

orientation, the results (both c t andfr) of the tests for all the orientations should closely

agreewitheachotherafteraccountingfortheirlocations.Table5.4presentsa

comparison of the aYerasemeasured cl values for each plate in each orientation and the

values predicted by equation 5' 10'

The results in Table 5'4 suggest that equation 5'10 fits

orientations better than those for the side by side orientations'

the data for the diagonal

The fact that the

Table 5.4: Comparison of Experimental and Predicted Ci Values

flôtQ.oÃ 0.002501 4.5%
0.4063 0.1667

A l-liqoonal 1
n oo2001 0.001995 -0.3o/o

0.5938 -0.1667
B 0.002018_ '5.1o/o

0.4063 -0.1667 o oo2126
A Tliaoonal Z

n n02064 0.002114_ 2.4%
0.5938 0.1667

B Tlicoonal Z

0.002395 0.002075 _ -13.3% I

4.5o/o

-17.1%

0.40ô3 o 1â67A Side bY Side

Front

n 1A67 0.002395 0.002501_B Side by Side
Front 0.4063

-0.1667 0.002001 n 0o1658A Side bY Side

Back n 4q38

0.002003 O.1Yo
-0.16ô7 0.002001B liae uy sid"

Back 0.5938
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predictions from this empirical relation fit the diagonal 2 data well suggests that the

relation is satisfactory. The fact that plate A in the side by side configurations does not

match the predictions of the equation to less than lOYo error suggests that the plates are

not independent of each other in the side by side orientations. Therefore given the space

constraints in the autoclave the best orientations to provide two independent plates are the

diagonal I and diagonal 2 orientations.

5.4.3 EXPERIMENT C: INFLUENCE OF ORIENTATION To FREESTREAM

The data from this experiment was used to develop thef(y,p) term for equation2.T .

5.4.3.1 Influence of Silicone Insulation

The initial step in this experiment \¡ias to examine the effect of the silicone insulation

used for this experiment. The conductivity of the silicone insulation covering the bottom

face of the calorimeter plate was required for the validation of an assumption used with

experiment C and for the analysis of data from experiments D, E, F. 
. 
The conductivity of

the silicone was approximated using the analysis provided in Appendix A. The silicone

insulation conductivity used was /r,¡ : 0.178 \ry/mK.

The ratio of the energy entering the insulated face and the bare face of plate A was

expected to differ with the y and B angles of plate A. It was expected that this effect
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\¡/ould be caused by the change in the heat transfer coefficients with y and p angles. For a

case where the insulated side was facing the freestream flow, the heat transfer of the

insulation face would be higher than for a case where the insulation was facing away

from the freestream. Figure 5.4 presents a plot of the ratio of the h"¡for the insulated

face to the h of the bare face for various y and B angles. This analysis was generated

using the model for the influence of y and B angles presented in section 5.4.3.2 and the É,r

value determined in Appendix A. The fr"¡, insulation thickness, l, and h were combined to

calculate the effective h for each y and B angle combination examined in this study. This

calculation is shown in equation 5.12.

.1h, =etrl
_r_
hko

5.12

Note that the highest values of the ratio occur at angles of T: -60 and -90 combined with

low p angles. The highest ratio value was 0.13 while the lowest value was 0.07.

Observation of data scatter for all the experiments in this study showed that the ratio of

the maximum scattered å values, h,n*, and the average å values, hour, was larger than

0'13. Therefore the magnitude of the error induced by the heat transfer through insulated

face in the measured h of the bare face would be smaller than the error induced by the

data scatter.

5.4.3.2 Influence of Inclination of plate A to Freestream

The data from experiment C was analyzed in a manner similar to experiment B. The

effect of the change of side to side position with B for the two plates was accounted for in
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the analysis using equation 5.10. The effective heat transfer coefficient, h"¡, was

calculated as a function of temperature for each combination of angles. The h"¡ of the

average temperature point, T : 370 Ç was assumed to be representative of the h"¡for

that angle combination. The functionf(7aB) was found using equation 5.13.

-f 
((, p) =

h*.*(r, þ)
5.13

The values of h"¡rB for plate A measured from this experiment are shown in Figure 5.5.

The h"7ry'h values of plate A for each angle combination is shown in Table 5.5 on the

previous page. The intermediate positive y angles resulted in the highest å while the

intermediate negative angles resulted in the lowest å's. The g : 30o case for all positive y

angles resulted in the highest h wlnle the B : 60" resulted in the highest for the negative y

angles. These observations agree with the trends in reference 22 where it was observed

that the intermediate apex angles for a triangular duct resulted in the highest heat transfer

coefficients to the walls.

The effects of y and p angles on the h for plate A were coupled. The effect of y was

slightly larger in magnitude than that of B. Generally the fr increased with increasing y

angle. Both p:0" and 30o curves showed a smooth transition from a lout h at the

negative y angles to a high h at the positive y angles. The B:69o curve was smooth

except for the y:-60o point for which an abrupt drop in the curve was observed. This

point is likely an outlier. The h for y:-90o was much higher than the h for the y:-60o.

The B:9go curve showed only slight variations in the h withy angles. The heat transfer
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Figure 5.5. h"6yBvs. y Angle

Table 5.5: Measured h"6r/h Values

-90 0.7418 0.7904 1.0'123 1 .0318
-60 0.7426 0.8295 1.0148 1.0249
-30 0.8771 0.9288 1.0782 1.0901

0 1.0000 1.0764 1.1723 1.0666
30 1 .1 068 1.2240 1.2663 1.0430
60 1.174s 1.3333 1.3236 1.0092
90 1.2010 1_3165 1.3161 0.9128
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for any y angle for I : 90" was expected to be approximately constant because for each y

angle the plate orientation to the axial direction of the flow did not change. For the

majority of the data points this was true. However, the y : 90o and B : 90o case resulted

in a h that was significantly lower than the other sets of angles. This point may be an

outlier or the variability in the Ê : 90" data set could be due to radiation effects. The

radiation from a body depends upon a view factor which describes how the geometry of a

given radiation heat transfer problem affects the amount of energy transferred. The view

factor between the cylindrical wall and the flat plate A would theoretically change with y

angle. It is difficult to conclude with certainty whether the point is an outlier or if the

radiation view factor is causing the change in heat transfer because data from only one

trial is available. The radiation effects in the autoclave were measured to have a

maximum value of about 10 Wm2K using the 18ú thermocouple described in the

apparatus setup and equation 5.14.

h,od = €o(T, +T*,\7"' *T*,') 5.14

The value of e for an aluminum plate is 0.76 and the value of o'used was 5.670 x l0-8

Wm2f 1a+¡. Without further experimental investigation it can only be stated that the

deviation of the data for the B : 90" case \ilas comparable to the magnitude of the heat

transfer due to radiation and it was less than the magnitude of the scatter observed in the

data. It is therefore conceivable that the variation in h for the B : 90o, y: 90o case could

be due to radiation or thermocouple emor.

It is believed that the å was higher at the intermediate B angles because those orientations

presented a more effective heat transfer geometry to the freestream flow. When 0:0" and
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y:Oo the plate is a flat plate parallel to the air flow whereas when p:go and y:90" or -90"

the plate is perpendicular to the airflow. The airflows and boundary layers around the

plate in these two orientations are very different. Since convective heat transfer rates are

largely dependent on boundary layers and gas velocities, the two plate orientations

produce very different h's and airflow patterns. It should be noted that the intermediate

combinations of y and p are combinations of both of these flow types to varying degrees.

It believed that the transition between the two flows and the ensuing flow and boundary

conditions around the plate that causes the variation in heat transfer with y and p angles.

Figure 5.6 shows the final data set used for the development of the inclined plate heat

transfer model. Note that this figure includes an XY correction because of the change in

the calorimeter position with B angle. Figure 5.7 provides a 3-dimensional plot of the

final data set. The data from the two trials was averaged for the B : 60", y: -30o and -

90" points while the B : 60o, y : -600 data point from trial I was considered to be an

outlier and the value from the second trial alone was used to create Figure 5.6. The

trends developed using this technique were far more consistent with those suggested by

the B : 0o, 30o data sets. The variation in the heat transfer coefficient due to the plate

inclination is presented in Table 5.6. The empirical model, -f(f þ), developed using the

data in Table 5.5 was of the form presented in equation 5.15.

lQ,Ð=lU,Þ'+8,þ'+c,B+Dr)r'...+(Arþ'+Brþ'+crB+Dr)y+(A^pt +Boþ, +coþ+D.)]

5.15

The coefficients in equation 5.15 are shown in Table 5.7. The great degree of precision

on the coefficients is required because of the large numbers with which they are being
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Table 5.6. Maximum - Minimumh"ñyp versus y and B angles

multiplied, i.. þ' and y3. Without this precision, large errors would be introduced into

the predictions from this equation. Figure 5.8 presents a 3-dimensional plot of the

equation 5.15. The equation fits the dataused to develop it to an average error of I.3yo.

All the data points agreed with the predicted values within an error of 4yo except fo, y :

90", ß : 90o and y : -90o, g : 90o points which agreed within an error of 9yo. The

limited number of data points and trials means that outliers could be present in the data

used to generate the model resulting in even greater error in the model predictions.

The execution of this inclined plate experiment demonstrated that the technique could be

used to measure the h for a plate inclined relative to the freestream. The data from these

experiments provided the means to develop the model to predict the effect of this factor

for the autoclave used. However, the experiment must be performed in more autoclaves

to confirm that the results and model are applicable to other autoclaves. Future efforts to

develop the theory of inclined plate forced convection should follow an approach similar

to that of free convection modelling. The theory and modelling of free convection is

discussed in reference 23. To model free convection it is necessary to model the driving

[34] range of h once a potential outlying data point was rernoved
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Table 5.7: Inclination Angle Model Coefficients

force, gravity or concentration gradient. Similarly it will be necessary to model the

driving force in forced convection, the freestream velocity. Similar to free convection

modelling it will be necessary to find the component of the driving force along the plate.

Unfortunately, unlike free convection, simple trigonometry cannot be used since the

calculation of the freestream component along the plate will require the application of

complex fluid mechanics modelling for force convection. Further the development of the

boundary layer for forced convection will depend greatly upon the orientation of the flat

plate to the freestream direction because of the presence of 2"d and 3'd dimension

freestream velocity components moving across the plate in directions other than the

freestream direction

5.4.3.3 fnfluence of Shadowing by Plate A on lz for Plate B

The data provided by this experiment was analyzed in a manner similar to that discussed

in sections 5.4.1, 5.4.2, 5.4.3.1, and 5.4.3.2 Figure 5.9 provides a plot of the effect of the

y and B angles of plate A on the heat transfer coefficients for plate B. The change in the

XY position of plate B with plate A's p angle was not accounted for when generating

1.200900448-13 7.5117586lE-11 -2.083913498-7
-9.4018982E-11 9.49623238-9 -t.966635758-7 -3.14576t23F4
8.033347788-9 -2.30520585F.6 9.340437558-5
-r.1780 1558E-6 t.046523438-4 1.027136598-3 9.89004654E-1
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Figure 5.9. The h was not significantly affected as y increased from -90" to 90". As ß

increased from 0" to 90o the h for the plate increased for nearly all y angles.

The effect of the y angle of plate A on the h of plate B was found to be negligible.

Therefore, the results of this experiment do not permit the observation of the inter-part

shadowing caused by plate A on plate B. Two reasons why this experiment was not

successful in observing the above mentioned effect are:

o The centre point of plate B was too far from plate A to effectively measure

the effect of the y and p angles of plate A on the å of plate B.

o The effect of the y and B angles of plate A on the air flow behind plate A

is believed to be localized behind the plate. Therefore future experiments

should use a plate A that is much larger than plate B.

Both of these reasons suggest that the size of the disturbance that plate A has on the flow

behind it is much smaller than the length of plate B. Experiment f ïas designed to have

a larger shadowing body relative to the calorimeter plate to provide a second attempt to

quantifr the inter-part shadowing effect. As the plate angle B changed the X and Y

position of plate B changed. This is illustrated in Figure 5.10. As the B angle of the plate

was changed, plate B moved out from behind the shadowing of plate A and towards the

left side of the autoclave. It is likely that as plate B moved to the left side of the

autoclave, the side to side eflFect increased the h for the plate. This effect should be

removed from the data presented in Figure 5.9 and the data re-analyzed before further

experiments are performed on this subject. It is suggested that this experiment be refined
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to permit it to successfully examine the relationship between the y and p angles of plate A

and the h for plate B. This could be done by mounting the calorimeters onto separate

stands. This would allow the p angle of plate A to change without changing the location

of plate B.

5.4.4 EXPERTMENT D: DETERMTNATTON oF R AND rlF¡osFoR THE BAG

The experimental data required for the determination of R (resistivity) and KF6o, (bag

knock down factor) was collected as described in section 3.2.4. The data was analyzed in

the following manner:

o The cure cycle was divided into 30 second intervals, At: 30 s.

o The plate temperature, Tptate, ãrrd its derivative with ti^ !2!:-*"r"
dt

calculated using the thermocouple data and the lumped capacitance

assumption.

The h value of the flat plate was calculated using the O calculated in

section 5.4.1, equation 5.5, and equation 5.10 for the location of the

bagged plate.

The h"¡for the insulated face was calculated using equation 5. 12.

The h"¡ for the bottom of the plate was combined with the air

thermocouple reading, Toi,, and the plate tempgrature, Tpbte, to calculate

the energy entering the plate through the bottom surface, guot using

equation 5.16.
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Çltot = ¡* * Aotate * @"n - Trr*) 5.T6

Qbot wàs subtracted from the total energy entering the plate, gtotot, to

determine the energy entering the bagged side of the plate, Quog for each

time interval. Qtotot was calculated using equation 5.17.

8,otot = P pøt"C p,ptot"V ptot"

dTprot"

dt
5.t7

5.18

s.19

5.20

o From this the h"¡for the bag was determined using equation 5 . I 8.

h"î,uor =
Quoe

Aptot" *\T^, - Tor*)

o The bag R for each time step was calculated using equation 5.19.

R_
h*.uo, h

The average of the -R values was then calculated. Figure 5.11 provides a

plot of the R values for the time intervals for cycle II plotted versus

temperature. The grey line represents the average R value.

o The KF6og value was determined for each time step using equation 5.20.

ffi*r=Uf

Table 5.8 is a summary of theR and KF6ogvalues determined from all the trials forthe

two different bags and three cure cycles used. The A value appears to be a function of the

air temperature. However, the average value is within the scatter of the data for all the

temperatures studied. Therefore the average R and K-F6og values should provide

reasonable approximations for the variation of these factors with temperature. The
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results in Table 5.8 show that the unique bag had a higher Ã value than the common bag.

This was expected since the unique bag had more breather material in it than the common

bag. The breather material was believed to be a major insulating component of the bag.

It is likely that the scatter in the results shown in Table 5.8 is a product of the

thermocouple error as described in section 5.3.1.

In order to develop a better approximation for both values future experiment should be

performed without the silicone insulation on the bottom face of the plate for all the trials.

Silicone insulation was placed on the bottom face of the calorimeter in the current study

because the author was concerned that the low energy entering through the bagged face

would be lost in the high energy entering the bottom bare face. However, if more

accurate thermocouples were used on the calorimeters as discussed in section 5.4.1 the

scatter in the energy measurements could be greatly reduced. This would allow the

observation of the bag energy without the need of the silicone insulation. Removing the

insulation would simplify the equipment and the analysis.

Both the values of .R and KF6ogwere used while predicting the part temperature using the

UM process model. Figure 5.12 compares the predicted part temperature without bag

correction and with KF6or:0.335. Figure 5.13 shows the predicted part temperatures

when R:0.0147 m2K/Wwas used as the bag correction and when K-F6or:0.335 was

used as the bag correction. Comparing these two figures shows that correcting for the

resistivity of the bag greatly improves the part temperature prediction profiles and that
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Sample Data: Bag R vs Temp
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Figure 5.11: sample Plot of l? vs. Air Temperatu¡e for unique Bag, cycle II

Table 5.8: .R and KF6o, Values

Possible Outlier
This average is without outliers
This trial had no silicone insulation on the. bottom of the plate.

Unique I I 0.02575* 0.3139*
Unique I 2 0.02299 0.3373
Unique I J 0.02206 0.3452

Averase 0.02360 0.3321
Averaqe** 0.022s2 0.3413

Unique II l586kPa) I 0.01687 0.2600
Unique II 1586kPa) 2 0.01564 0.2s26
Unique II l586kPa) -J 0.01559 0.2583

Average 0.01603 0.2570
Average

Unique Bae
0.0198r 0.2992

Common II (586kPa) I *** 0.01677 0.3283
Common II (586kPa) 2 0.0128s 0.2915
Common II (586kPa) J 0.01258 0.2966

Averase 0.01406 0.30s4
Common tr (3lOkPa) I 0.01677 0.3283
Common tr (310kPa) 2**+ 0.01328 0.3706

Average
Common Bag

0.01471 0.3348
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the KF6o, correction factor provides superior predictions than the R value. The

predictions indicate that the KF6og value resulted in better predictions than the R value.

5.4.5 EXPERIMENT E: DETERMINATION OF K¡'FOR EGGCRATING

The data ftom by experiment E was analyzed in a manner similar to that in Experiment

D. The eggcrating replaced the silicone insulation on the bottom of the tool and the top

was covered with either a unique bag or silicone insulation. The analysis determined the

K-F for the eggcrating rather than the bag ^R and KF6o, bag values. The calorimeter plate

was replaced with the tool plate of Boeing production tool LM313W3 650-2 Unit l. For

the thermal analysis the tool was simulated using only the tool plate. This plate was

nearly flat and could. therefore be analyzed in a manner similar to the calorimeter. This

approach assumed that the eggcrating plates could be neglected. This was a satisfactory

assumption for the following reasons. While the eggcrating plates increased the heat

transfer area of the tool they also increased its thermal mass. These two effects would

tend to counter each other. Thejunction area befween the eggcrating plates and the tool

plate was small relative to the surface area of these plates. Also the plates were made of

the same material. Therefore it was assumed that no energy was conducted between the

tool plate and the eggcrating plates. Hence the assumption that the eggcrating plates

could be neglected is reasonable. The tool plate properties used for the data analysis are

summarized in Table 5.9.
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Table 5.9: Tool Plate Properties

The worst case Biot number for the tool / bag I eggcrating combination was calculated as

in equation 5.21.

Bi =h^*l - 2oo * o.ol17 
= o.o4k 56.7

5.21

This was smaller than the maximum allowable Bi: 0.1for use of the lumped capacitance

assumption (34). Table 5.10 presents the data from each trial and a brief description of

each experiment.

Table 5.10: Eggcrating Results

The variability in the KF values determined was around 16%. It is believed to be due to

the varying insulation conditions on the top of the tool. The insulation conditions

changed because one trial was performed with the unique bag on top of the tool while the

0.0117

Volume- Z

* material property obtained from reference 34.

Appliedto Top of Tool LM313W3650-2Unit I
Two Layers of Si Insulation under a nylon bag on top of tool
LM313W3650-2 Unit I - Bas blew offafter 40 minutes
Two Layers of Si lnsulation under a nylon bag on top of tool
LM313W3650-2 Unit I - Bag remained intact

the Outlier
*This point is an outlier.
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second and third trials were compreted with silicone insulation on the top of the tool' The

second trial experienced a bagfailure and the data could not be used' The outlier point

provided by trial 2 is not surprising since the bag blew off the tool early in the cure cycle'

The average KF value for the eggcratingexamined in this experiment was 0'708' Due to

the low variability in the KF value it is presumed that it is a good approximation for the

actualKFoftheeggcrating.TheKFprovidedbythisexperimentwillonlyaccountfor

the knockdown effect of the eggcrating examined in this study' However' experiments

on other eggcrating types could be completed and it would be reasonable to expect that

thescaleoftheeggcratingknockdownwouldbecomparabletothatfoundinthis

experiment. Future experiments aimed at creating classes of eggcrating would probably

be helpful. This could be done by examining and segregating tools with similar

structures and mass. Eggcrating with similar geometric properties would likely have very

similar KF values and therefore an avera ge rc could be used effectively for this "class"

of eggcrating. The APCS could include a table of eggcrating KF"s for various classes of

eggcrating. The user of the system could then select the most appropriate class for the

eggcratingon the tool being used'

5.4.6 EXPERIMENT F: INTER-PART SHADOWING

This experiment investigated the magnitude of inter-part shadowing' Figure 5'14

displays the geometry of the equipment for all the trials in experiment F' The data

collected in experiment F was analyzed using techniques simìlar to those used for

experiments c and D. The energy transfer through the insulat\on' Qins' and the total
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energy entering the plate, 8øør, waÍe calculated for each time interval. The difference

between the two was assumed to be the energy entering through the bare plate surface,

Qbare. The value of the effective h for the bare surface, h667¿, 'wãs determined using

equation 5.22.

hbor" =
Çl bo,n 5.22

Apto,"*V"o -Tr*")

A regression line l¡ias fit to the plot of h6ay¿ yêÍsLrs the autoclave air temperature. The

shadowing effect was analyzed by comparing the h6o," dt Ta¡¡:370 K with the å predicted

by the XY position model developed in experiment B. The å's were compared at Tai,:

370 K to keep the analysis procedure as similar to that of experiment B as possible.

Tables 5.10 and 5.11 present the data collected fromthis experiment. The second trial's

data was unusable for either plate because the bag blew off the tool and caused erratic

behaviour in the lead llag control system.

Results for plate A" which was in close proximity to the tool, indicate that the heat

transfer coefficient decreased due to the presence ofthe tool. For trial I the bare plate

surface \¡/as exposed to the air flow that was coming offthe top of the tool before it. The

h6o,s ofplate A was lower than that predicted by the XY position model. This is believed

to be due to the insulating effect of the boundary layer created by the leading tool. The

effect of a boundary layer on heat transfer coefficients was discussed in reference 20. It

is believed that the decrease in heat transfer on the plate was not due to direct body

shadowing because the surface of the calorimeter was actually slightly elevated above the

tool surface. Considering the definition of direct body shadowing provided in the next

paragraph and that the calorimeter plate was slightly above the tool, the calorimeter
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should not be experiencing direct body shadowing. However, the boundary layer created

by the leading tool would be relatively large by the end of the tool and any body nearly

in-line with the tool upper surface would likely be affected by the boundary layer

directly. Therefore the effect of the tool on plate A for trial I will be referred to as

boundary layer shadowing. Its influence is expected to be less than the direct body

shadowing discussed below.

Direct body shadowing is defined as the shadowing efilect that causes a drop in

convective heat transfer directly behind a large body in a convective heat transfer flow.

This decrease in heat transfer is due to the disturbance that the large body has on the

airflow directly behind it. The larger the body the greater the effect would be. Direct

body shadowing was observed in experiment F for plate A during trial 3. The bare

surface of the plate was facing the autoclave floor and thus any boundary layer

shadowing effects would be negligible. It can be observed from Table 5.ll that the

decrease in å was more for trial 3 than for trial 1. This suggests that the direct body

shadowing effect is more than the boundary layer shadowing effect.

Using the data for plate B it was observed that the distance between the leading body and

the trailing body affected the magnitude of the direct body shadowing on the trailing

body. This observation is reasonable because the magnitude of the air flow disturbance

behind a làrge body, on which direct body shadowing depends, would decrease as the

distance behind the body increased. Due to the limited number of data points no

quantification of how the direct body shadowing is influenced by the distance of the
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calorimeter from the leading part could be developed. Future experiments should explore

the å values at various distances from the back of the leading part to provide more insight

into the dependence of direct body shadowing on distance behind the leading body. A

summary of the data presented in Tables 5.1 1 and 5.12 is presented in Table 5.13.

Table 5.1 l: Results For Plate A

The direct body shadowing immediately behind the leading body had the largest impact

on the heat transfer coefücient for its location, reducing the h by 54%o. The effect of

boundary layer shadowing was slightly less than that of direct body shadowing at 42Yo.

Closer examination of Hendrickson's results in reference 20 show that for a meter long

plate the heat transfer coefficient is 50Yo less at the back of plate than the heat transfer

coefücient at the front. It is therefore conceivable that the boundary layer effect of one

tool on another could be as high as the results indicate. As expected, the effect of direct

body shadowing decreased with distance behind the leading body. With a distance of

0.45 meters behind the leading body the direct body shadowing effect decreased to 12Yo.

More experiments should be completed to quantifr the effFect of shadowing on the å for

autoclave processing of composites. The current version of APCS does not incorporate
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Plate B

Figure 5.14: Location of Tool and Plates

Table 5.12: Results for Plate B

Vacuum Bas Blew Off
-0.tr7708 Bare Surface Down

Table 5.13: Magnitude of Various Shadowing Types
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the results on shadowing. However, the current results show that the shadowing models

will be important to the cure cycle optimization process for parts located within 0.5

meters of each other. The distance between parts required to make shadowing negligible

will likely increase with the size of the leading part. Additional experiments should be

performed to quantify and model this effect for future APCS versions. The new

experiments should use a smaller calorimeter to reduce any inaccuracies caused by the

dimension of the measuring device. However, the calorimeter cannot be reduced in size

too much lest the results will become more erratic due to the smaller sampling area.

Therefore it is recommended that a calorimeter approximately half the size of the current

calorimeter may be used for future shadowing trials.

5.4.7 EXPERIMENT G: SIMCLAVE VALIDATION RESULTS

Stage I of SMCLAVE validation involved ensuring that SIMCLAVE and the process

model (COMPRO) were communicating properly. Experiments were completed with

several part geometries to ensure that the process model could properly open and analyze

files generàted by SIMCLAVE and that SIMCLAVE could open and modify the model

files generated by the process model. The two debugging models were provided to

SIMCLAVE and it was successful at interpreting these files. A CMT (The company that

licences COMPRO) example file, provided with the process model was read into

SIMCLAVE and modified. The process model correctly interpreted the modified version

of the model.
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Stage two of the SIMCLAVE program validation involved the preliminary validation of

thermal boundary condition model that SIMCLAVE was founded on using simulation

and experimental results generated by fellow students Shead (4) and Koteshwara (35).

These students predicted the temperature of an angled laminate and compared it with the

measured part temperature for the angled laminate cured on three different tools A, B and

C. They used the boundary conditions presented in section 4.6. The thermal boundary

condition model, equation 2.7, supplied these boundary conditions. Figure 5.15, 5.16 and

5.17 show the resulting temperature predictions for the thermal boundary conditions

provided in section 4.6 for both the UM process model and COMPRO for tool A, tool B

and tool C respectively. Close consideration of the above mentioned graphs clearly show

the predictions developed by the thermal boundary condition models are in close

agreement with the experimental data.

Stage three of the SMCLAVE validation involved validation by the author of this thesis

through the curing of 4 parts on tool C to provide reference data for comparison with the

SIMCLAVE / COMPRO combination's predicted part temperature profiles. The 4 parts

were cured using Cycle IV at the locations described in chapter 4. The SIMCLIiVE I

COMPRO predicted part temperature profiles for each location are compared to the

reference data in Figures 5. 18, 5. 19, 5.20 and 5.21respectively.

Close examination of Figures 5.18 through 5.21 show that COMPRO could not

accurately predict the part temperature for Tool C at the back of the autoclave when the

COMPRO default thermal boundary condition model was used. The COMPRO default
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thermal boundary condition model assumed that the value of the autoclave constant was

C: 0.385 for all locations and conditions. Using the default thermal boundary condition

model COMPRO could predict the part temperatures for Tool C at the front of the

autoclave. The SIMCLAVE / COMPRO combination could accurately predict the part

temperatures for Tool C at both the front and the back. The -45" case shown in Figure

5.21 had the worst part temperature predictions using either thermal boundary condition

model.

The ramp up segment part temperature prediction error was the most important modeling

error because the majority of the part curing took place in this region. Poor modelling of

the air temperature overshoot, as seen in Figures 5.18 through 5.21, caused the part

temperature prediction erors in this region. The overshoot was not represented by the

autoclave air approximation provided to the process model for these simulations. The

ARS model should aid in improving these predictions once it is fully implemented. The

representative measure of the part temperature prediction error for Figures 5.18 through

5.21 was the error during the ramp up segment of the cure cycle. Table 5.14 provides a

summary of the part prediction errors for the ramp up segment for each position and

orientation combination. The results in Table 5.14 show that the part temperature

predictions of the SIMCLAVE / COMPRO combination were always equivalent or

superior to those of SIMCLAVE alone.

The ability of COMPRO to develop accurate part temperature predictions for the front

position is a coincidence. The default thermal boundary condition used by COMPRO is
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Table 5.14 Part Temperature PredicitonErrors

very close to the average of the thermal boundary conditions used by the SIMCLAVE I

COMPRO combination for the front position. The C value used by COMPRO alone was

0.385. The average C value used by the SIMCLAVE / COMPRO combination for the

front position was 0.372. However, the average C value used by the SIMCLAVE /

COMPRO combination for the back position was 0.255 while the C value used by

COMPRO alone was still 0.385. Therefore for the back position the part temperature

predictions developed by the SIMCLAVE / COMPRO combination were superior to the

COMPRO model alone. It is believed that the SIMCLAVE / COMPRO combination part

temperature predictions for the back -45o case were not as accurate as the other position

orientation combinations for several reasons. The error in the experimental data and

models could be combining together or the influence of the angle of the part boundary to

the freestream could be less significant at the back of the autoclave than the other

locations. Regardless of the errors the SIMCLAVE / COMPRO combination generates

equivalent or better part temperature predictions than COMPRO alone.
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CTIAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEhIDATIONS

This chapter contains the conclusions and recommendations on the experiments,

simulation, SIMCLAVE software and ARS model.

6.1 CONCLUSIONS

The APCS system being developed by the project team provided the two objectives of

this thesis The primary objective was to develop software for predicting thermal

boundary conditions for composite parts, and the secondary objective was to assist in the

development of the optimization module. Both objectives have been realized in this

thesis: the primary objective through the development of SMCLAVE software and ARS

model, and the secondary objective through the successful adaptation of the genetic

algorithm code obtained from NRC for composite processing. The development of these

softwares involved experimentation and simulation. The conclusions that can be drawn

based on these are:

o The C7 value for the autoclave used in this study was determined to be

Ct:0.00215 + 0.0015 1çKs)a/5¡lm.

o An empirical relationship was developed to predict the effect of X and Y position

on the heat transfer coefficient for a flat plate in the autoclave examined in this

study. This relationship is shown in equation 6.1.
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g(x,y)= (-t .s2ggx xy +o.gg6s*y -0.5643* x +1.280s) 6.1

o An empirical relationship was developed to predict the effect of the y and B angles

of a flat plate on the plate's heat transfer coefficient in the autoclave examined in

this study. The form of the equation is shown in equation 6.2 \zurrth the value of its

coefficients being presented in Table 5.7.

¡Q"Ð=l(¿,P'+8,þ'+crB+D,)r'...+(Arþ'+8,þ'+crB+Dr)y+(Aoþ'+Boþ'+coþ+Dn)]

6.2

o The effect of two types of vacuum bag on the heat transfer into a flat plate was

quantified using two values: a resistivity, R, and abag knock down factor, KF6og.

The values determined are summarized in Table 6.1. The KF6o, value proved to

predict the effect of the bags more effectively than the.R value.

Table 6.1: R lKF6o, Summary

The effect of eggcrating on the heat transfer through the bottom surface of a

production tool was explored. A knock down factor, KF, was used to account for

this effect. The value of KF determined in this study was K.F:0.708.

The influence of inter-part shadowing on the h for a flat plate downstream of a

large body was explored. It was found that inter-part shadowing could be

0.01981

0.0T471
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separated into two different types: boundary layer shadowing and direct body

shadowing. The magnitude of the influence of direct body shadowing depended

on the downstream distance of the flat plate from the large body.

All the above effects, except inter-part shadowing, were combined together to

develop a thermal boundary condition model. This model is shown in equation

6.3.

The accuracy of the part temperature predictions generated by the UM model and

COMPRO while using the thermal boundary condition predictions of equation 6.3

were superior to those of the default thermal boundary condition models in both

process models.

The SIMCLAVE software was developed and validated.

The ARS model was developed and its ability to predict the autoclave temperature

for a given pressure and temperature cycle was confirmed. Its predictions were

good for Cycle II and satisfactory for Cycle I. The limitations of the model when

used with Cycle I are believed to be due to the fact Cycle I had many ramping

pressure sections and the pressurization sub-model and lead / lag control had not

been fully incorporated into the ARS model.

Because of its success at handling other geometrically defined problems in

literature, a genetic algorithm was selected to satisfy the requirements for the

optimization routine. The core of a genetic algorithm was obtained from NRC

and modified to meet the needs of the APCS system.

h = KF * I<Fbos * .f (y, p)* S(X ,f)* ,f(+)' 6.3
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6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations presented throughout this report are suûrmarized in this section to

provide a convenient reference for the reader. The recommendations on improvements

that should be made to SIMCLAVE module and the ARS model are also presented. The

following recommendations are aimed at improving the experimental results presented in

this thesis and improving the SIMCLAVE and ARS modules. Appendix C provides a

detailed discussion of the recommended procedure to charactenze an autoclave.

6.2.1 EXPERIMENTS

The following are all the recommendations that relate to the experimental portion of this

study.

o Future calorimeters should be built using thermocouples that have an error of

t0.loc or less. This will help to reduce the scatter in the experimental results. If

the cost of the thermocouples is too prohibitive thermocouples with error up to

+1oC could be used but this would require a skilled data.analyst.

o Future calorimeters should be mounted on individual stands so that their

orientation and positioning will be truly independent of each other.

o Future experiments should consider incorporating a controlled ramping pressure

segment in Cycle II so that Ct could be determined directly for all the
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experiments. This would facilitate the comparison of thermal boundary

conditions and reduce the error in the thermal boundary condition model.

While performing the XY position testing the calorimeter should be placed as far

forward and backward in the autoclave as possible to eliminate extrapolation

errors.

Future research experiments concerning the XY position effect should use at least

3 positions in the Y direction and 5 positions in the X direction. This should help

to improve the accuracy of the XY position model.

The XY position and inclined plate experiments should be performed in a wide

range of autoclaves to validate the assumption that the models developed from

experiments B and C are applicable to all autoclaves.

Assuming that more accurate thermocouples are used on the calorimeter, future

experimental trials to determine the rR and KF6og values should not use silicone

insulation on the bottom surface of the plate unless the conductivity of the

insulation can be properly characterized.

Further experiments should be conducted to classify and examine the heat transfer

through various types of tool eggcrating. The aim of this research should be to

classify eggcrating and develop representative knock down factors for each class.

Detailed investigation should be perficrmed to explore inter-part shadowing for

both the boundary layer and direct body shadowing components. Smaller

calorimeters should be used for this study to limit the error induced by the

calorimeters themselves.
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o Part selÊshadowing should be examined to allow the APCS system to be used

with very complex geometry parts.

6.2.2 SIMCLAVE

The following recommendations focus on the SIMCLAVE softwa¡e. The aim of these

recommendations is to make the SIMCLAVE software more attractive for industrial use

and to improve its ability to predict composite part thermal boundary conditions in the

autoclave environment.

SIMCLAVE should be modified to include the results of further autoclave heat transfer

studies. The improvements that should be made are listed below.

o SIMCLAVE's multiple part capabilities should be enhanced through the addition

of an inter-part shadowing component to its thermal boundary condition model. It

should account for the two components identified in experiment F, boundary layer

and direct body shadowing. The importance of this addition is highlighted in

experiment F where it was observed that both boundary layer and direct

shadowing could reduce the h of a shadowed part by about 50%.

o The ability of SIMCLAVE to model complex parts should be improved through

the addition of intra-part shadowing component to its thermal boundary condition

model.
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The two previously listed improvements would enhance the abilities of SIMCLAVE and

the current Oflline APCS system, laying a good foundation for the Online APCS

system.

The APCS graphical user interface (GUI) should be developed with a very good

interface for the SIMCLAVE module because it is likely that the autoclave

operator will be providing the positional (X, Y) and rotational (p) data for each

load the Online APCS system is controlling. A poor interface would require this

individual to be well versed in the software to use SIMCLAVE. with this in

mind the following recommendations are made regarding the SIMCLAVE portion

of the APCS GUI

Figure 6.1 presents the project team's concept of what the SIMCLAVE

GUI should look like. The operator, will have about a 30 - 60 minute

window where this information can be entered into the software. This

time limit is based on the average time that the autoclave loading

configuration is fully defined before the rack is rolled into the autoclave.

A grid on the screen would allow the position and orientation of a part to

be recorded by dragging a tool from a list and placing it on a grid

representing the autoclave and "railcar", The grid should be duplicated

with visual markers on the autoclave tool racks.

The procedure to enter the part orientation should be simple. A suggested

procedure is provided here. With the tap of a button the part could be

rotated to the proper orientation. Tapping once would grve Ê : 90o, twice
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F : 180" and so on. A tap of a second key could open a pop up window

that allowed the loading angle and position data to entered numerically.

An indication should be provided regarding which level of the autoclave

rack is currently being viewed. This could be achieved using a level bar

on the far right. In Figure 6.1 level 1 is the level being viewed. Highly

visual numbers on the autoclave racks that allow the level number to be

clearly viewed from all angles around the rack should support this

software cue.

o The arrow on the part in Figure 6.I would be used to specify part

orientation. To facilitate the use of the software each tool should have a

highly visible arrow placed on it to indicate the direction that the arrow in

the software corresponds to. The operator would then only have to rotate

the part on the screen until the arrow is pointed in the same direction as on

the actual tool.

The computers in the manufacturing areas are not always near the autoclave

racks. The ability to enter the loading information directly into a portable device

would reduce the risks of data entry error and simplify the data entry task.

Plans for long term improvements to SIMCLAVE should consider expanding its

capabilities to 3-dimensions. While 2-dimensional models represent most

composite parts fairly easily, future work is expected to begin examining

"problem" parts that often contain very complex 3'dimensional geometries. A

true 3-dimensional upgrade to SIMCLAVE would require;
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Figure 6.l: Autoclave Loading Screen
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o The availability of a 3-dimensional process model. Currently most models

are 2-dimensional.

o Several experiments to model the effect of Z position on the heat transfer

into composite parts.

o An upgrade to the PAT file reader and the SORTER sub-modules to deal

with the third dimension.

o The CORE sub-module would have to incorporate the new 3-dimensional

models.

o The OUTPUT sub-module would have to create the files required to

communicate with the new process model.

6.2.3 ARS

The recommendations in this section are intended to aid in the completion of the ARS

software.

o The ARS program should incorporate a lead / lag control model to improve its

modelling capabilities for transition regions in the cure cycle.

o The ARS pressurization sub-model currently used in the initial pressurization

stage of the cure cycle should be used in all stages of the cure cycle. This would

improve the ARS ability to model cure cycles with variable pressure values.

o The ARS model should be studied and improved to eliminate as many of the

calibration factors associated with it as possible. This will help make the ARS a

more industrially friendly solution as it will reduce the user's skill requirement.
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APPENDIX A

SILICONE INSULATION CONDUCTIVITY

The analysis of the results from experiments C, D, E and F required knowledge of the

silicone insulation conductivity. The following technique was used to approximate the

conductivity of the silicone insulation.

An experiment was run with the calorimeter with the insulated bottom at the centre of the

autoclave. The calorimeter was exposed to Cycle II. The analysis involved breaking the

cure cycle into 269 time intervals. The results from experiment { equation 5.4, and the

thermocouple readings were used to calculate the energy transferred through the bare

upper plate surface and the total energy transferred to the plate for each time interval.

The procedure used is shown in the following equations.

8 top.i = h,op.i * A pto," * ?t,,., - T or*.r)

The value of h¡op,¡ is calculated using equation 5.4 and the measured processing pressure

and air temperature during the time interval. The total energy that entered the plate in a

given time interval is calculated using equation 5.3 for each time interval.

8 øø1,¡ = P putec p,ptateV r^* *
dT ptot",i

^.2

The difference between the energy entering the top of the plate and the total energy

entering the plate for a given time interval must equal the energy that entered the

insulated side of the plate for that time interval. Assuming that the energy entering the

A.l

dt
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edges of the plate is negligible the remaining energy must be entering through the bottom

of the plate.

1bot,¡ : I øtat,i - Q top,i 4.3

The energy entering through the bottom of the plate is a function of the effective heat

transfer coefficient on that side of the plate. The effective heat transfer coefficient was

calculated using equation 4.4.

h"¡ 
-uo,,i 

=
8uot,¡

Apto,"*V.n,, -Tor*,r)

The effective heat transfer coefficient is a function

coeffìcient and the resistivity of the silicone insulation.

insulation was approximated using equation 4.5.

^.4

of the convective heat transfer

The conductivity of the silicone

kn., =

ho¡ 
-uot,i 

huor,¡

The value of h6o¡,¡ was determined from the measured autoclave air temperature and

pressure for the given time interval. Figure 4.1 shows the plot of the Æs¡,¡ versus the

autoclave air temperature. The silicone conductivity appears to be a function of

temperature. However, the median Æ,¡ value was found to be 0.178. This approach was

used since the variation in the È,¡ value was so high. It was thought that using the average

k.i value shown in Figure 4.1 would result in a skewed value because of the negative data

points. The highest point on the graph, k,¡: 0.427 V//mK, in Figure A.l was added to the

lowest point, k,¡: -0.071 WmK, in Figure 4.1. The sum of these two points was then

divided by 2 to yield the median /r,¡ value produced from the experiment, 0.178 W/mK.

This value occurred at 140oF as shown in Figure 4.1.

A5
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF ARS MODEL

This appendix provides the derivation of the ARS model. Each sub-model is presented

independently. The model was based on a numerical solution where the solution starts

with known conditions and calculates forward over time steps. The equations derived in

this appendix are for a single time step.

8.1 PRESSURTZATION MODEL

The purpose of the pressurization model is to calculate the response of temperature to the

pressure in the autoclave. The basis of the pressure model is the ideal gas law, equation

B.l. This model is applicable for the autoclave gas at the pressures and temperatures

typical of autoclave curing

PV = MRT B.l

Assuming that the volume of the autoclave remains constant, the idea gas law for two

points in time the start of the time step, i, and the end of the time step, i+1, can be equated

as in equation B.2.

MRTttt_ 8.2

Equation 8.2 is solved for T¡*t in equation 8.3. Assuming the gas constant,,R, remains

constant it can be removed from the equation.

M,*rR,*rT,*,

1*,
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.Í1 
- 

Pi*tMiTi
t,*t - p¡4 

^

1*r = 1* pLFb* 
(1,*, -1,)

8.3

Equation B.3 is the basic form of the pressure model. It is assumed that initial mass,

temperature and pressure are known. These will be inputs to the model for the very first

time step.

Pr*¡ is calculated assuming a pressurization ramp Íate, Ppp, has been provided to the

model using the cure cycle setpoints. Observation has shown that autoclaves do not

exactly follow the pressure setpoint. However, since the lag is small and it is not the

main focus of this model it can be represent using the pressure lag factor, PLF. The

pressure lag factor is a knock down factor that simulates the lag by decreasing the

pressure ramp rate. These variables are combined together to calculate P¡*t in equation

B.4 where 
.t¡+t - l¡ is the temperature difference between the start of the time step and the

end of the time step.

B4

M¡*t is calculated assuming that mechanism used to raise the pressure in the autoclave is

an increase in mass. For simplicity the kinetic and thermal energy of the injected gas is

assumed to be identical to the gas already inside the autoclave. The use of the pressure

mass input rate calibration factor, PMIR, effectively accounts for this assumption. The

mass at the end of the time step, M¡*¡, is predicted using equation 8.5.

8.5M,*r:M,+PMIR*Q,*r-\)
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Combining equations B.3, 8.4 and 8.5 generates the pressure model presented in

equation 3.6 as shown in equation B.6.

lr,, ,*^*(r,*' - t))*nr,*r,
I

[¡*t = El.6

8.2 RAMP UP MODEL

The purpose the ramp up model is to predict the autoclave air temperature during the

ramp up portion of the cure cycle. This model is based on the law of conservation of

energy and the assumption that the autoclave walls are adiabatic. This means that no

energy can pass through the autoclave \¡iays. The autoclave is equipped with a heater to

heat the autoclave environment. The gas in the autoclave flows around a circuit as shown

in Figure 8.1. It is assumed that all the gas in the system must pass through this heater

for every circuit it makes. The general form of the ramp up model is presented in

equation 8.7.

T, ,' =7, ¡ Energ" -In 8.7' Sys _Thermal _Mass

In the derivation of the Energt_In term it is assumed that

r The gas conditions, fr, M,, P, at the start of the time step are known.

. Energy enters the system through the gas heater during the ramp up segment of

the cure cycle

o The average gas velocity, ¿ is constant for the entire cure cycle.
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Figure B.l: Autoclave Air Flow
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o The temperature of the gas leaving the heater is the setpoint temperature for
the end of the given time step' Tset,¡+I. This temperature is higher than the

actual temperature leaving the heater because it would require a heater

efficiency of r00yo. The air temperature factor, AIT, isadded to express the

actual efficiency of the autoclave heater.

using these assumptions the derivation of the Energt-Interm is as follows. The general

form of the Energy In term is presented in equation B.g.

Energt _In - V*, * pw,Cp¡¡, * LT B.g

The volume flow rate of the circulating autoclave gas is calculated using a user selected

gas velocity in the working section of the autoclave, 4 and the autoclave working

diameter, D, as in equation 8.9.

The density of the gas was calculated using the ideal gas law as shown in equation 8.10.

This calculation uses the average pressure for the time segment and the initial

temperature, fr.

1*r+1
2HN,-R"Je+r?aÐ

8.10

Y^, =yt&-r"2 
4

AT was calculated using equation 8.1 l.

AT = ATF *@*,., -T)

These components were combined together in equation B.12

term.

8.9

8.1 I

to calculate the Energt In
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Pr*, + P,

Energt _In - V*, * ATF +V,",,,, - 41. Cp r, * ffi
8.12

The Sys_Thermql_Mass term \¡/as derived as follows. The general equation for the

thermal mass of a body is provided in equation 8.13.

Thermal _Mass- p*V*Cp 8.13

The Sys_Thermal Mass term was made up of the thermal masses of several major

components of the autoclave system.

o Autoclave environmental gas. This was accounted for using the ideal gas

law in a similar manner to equation 8.10.

o The tools / parts in the autoclave. The thermal masses of all the tools were

summed up as in equation 8.14.

o The residual thermal mass, RTM, calibration factor that was used to

account for any thermal mass neglected by the other components.

o The autoclave itself. The thermal mass of the autoclave was made up of

several sub-components:

o Autoclave walls

o Walllnsulation

o WallLiner

o Part Rack

o Part Rack Support

The sub-components are combined together as shown in equation 8.15.
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M root = Ðhfrr., * M toot,¡
i=l

8.14

TM Ac = hf ,^t *TMnou + hfr^*TM r* rhf,n", *IM 1i,", * hÍ^*o *TM 
Ro"k r hf ,,0*7M sup

8.15

Note that each sub-component and component was assigned its own heat

up fact, hf. The purpose of the heat up factor was to allow the user to

account for the insulative quality of each component. For example, the

autoclave wall was insulated from the main system. Therefore it would

not heat up as quickly as the other components of the system and thus it

would have a large heat up factor.

Equation 8.16 combines all the components of the thermal mass of the system to

calculate the Sys _Thermal _Mass term.

14., *41l, )
Sys _Thermal _Mass = TM n" +TMroot + RTM +V*, * Cp N, 

RN,* (4 + 273.Ts)
B.l6

Equation B.17 provides the combination of equations 8.7, B.12 and 8.16. This is the

same as the ramp up model provided in section 3.3.2.2.

tr, * ATF* h,,,-, -41- Cpr, *
lu+1

2
.RN' * (T, +273.15)

14., *41l, )
TM AC + TMroor + RIM +V*, * CpN, Rw"*Q, +273.15)

Tr*, = T, +
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8.3 COOLING MODEL

The cooling model is nearly identical to the ramp up model. The Energt_In term is the

only difference between the two models. The cooling model EnergtJn term is

calculated derived as follows. The energy is removed from the autoclave gas using

cooling coils with water as the energy removal medium. The heat transfer coefficient for

the cooling coils, h¡1E, was calculated based on the cooling coils in the autoclave used for

this study. This is a rather complicated and will be left out of this derivation. The value

of hne used in the ARS model is 28.7 Wlm'?f. The heat exchanger effective area, HEEA,

was incorporated to account for the variability of the cooling coils from autoclave to

autoclave. The cooling water temperature, C[üT, is hard to predict because several

autoclaves usually share the water from a main reservoir that is cooled with a cooling

tower. Therefore the water temperature depends on the outside air temperature and the

number and size of autoclaves in use. For these reasons the CIIT will be used as a

calibration factor for adjusting the model to a given autoclave. The time step, ./1, was

assumed to be in minutes and therefore a conversion was of 60 was used to convert the

time into seconds. The equation for the Energt In term for the cooling model is shown

in equation 8.18.

Energt _In = hr, * HEEA*(CWT - 4)- 
^l 

x 60

Equation B.19 represents the cooling sub-model used in the ARS model.

B.l8
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T,*t=T + hHE*HEEA*(CWT-T)*N:60

rel Ble

- tr)
7M Ac * M root + RIM ¡I/w, * Cn *, ffift¡.r,1¡
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APPENDD( C

AIJTOCLA\rE HEAT TRANSFER CHARACTERIZATION

PRODECTiDRE

C.l INTRODUCTION

This appendix provides instructions on how to characterize the heat tansfer coeffrcient of

an autoclave.

C.2 APPARATUS

Two calorimeters should be constructed as per the instructions in section 4.1.2 of this

report. Figure C.l provides a schematic of how the calorimeter should be constructed

and Figure C.2 provides a photograph of an existing set of calorimeters. The calorimeter

should have at least 4 thermocouples on it, two on each face positioned diagonally to

each other. Also the error of the thermocouples should not be greater than tl"C. The

recommended error for the thermocouples is +O.loc or better. The edges of the

calorimeter should be insúlated and both faces should be left bare. Simple support blocks

should be used to support the calorimeter plate. The support blocks should be separated

from the plate using insulation and they should hold the plate a minimum of six inches

above the autoclave tool rack. An additional thermocouples should also be mounted

about halÊway up one of the leading support block. The position of this thermocouple

should be identical for both calorimeters.
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Figure C.l: Calorimeter Schematic

Figure C.2: Photo ofExisting Calorimeter
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C.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDI]RE

Two experiments must be performed to characterize the heat transfer charaoteristics of an

autoclave for use with SIMCLAVE and the Off-line APCS system, experiment A and

experiment B as described in this thesis report. Experiment A will be referred to as the

autoclave constant experiment. Experiment B will be referred to as the XY position

experiment. The results from the other experiments performed in this thesis project are

assumed to be valid for all autoclaves because a) they are expected to be relatively

constant for all autoclaves, and b) they require too many trials to be practical for

industrial characterization.

C.3.1 Autoclave Constant Experiment

The autoclave constant experiment is used to determine the value of the autoclave

constanto C. The following procedure is used to complete this experiment:

o A single calorimeter plate should be placed at the center of the autoclave straight

section. The center of the autoclave is defined as x : 0.5*Lo", y : 0 using the

coordinate system defined in Figure 4.11, where Lo, is the length of the straight

section of the autoclave.

. The calorimeter should be exposed to cure cycle L Cycle I is defined in section

4.4.

. The thermocouple data should be logged every 30 seconds.
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The experimental data is analyzed using the following procedure. The definitions of the

variables used in the following equations are provided in the nomenclature section.

o The temperature is assumed to be uniform throughout the calorimeter plates based

on a lumped capacitance assumption. The heat up rate of the calorimeter plate is

calculated using equation C.l.

dTpto*,¡ 
-7, -7,-, C.l

dt t, - t,_,

Under the assumption that all the energy entering the calorimeter plate is stored in

the plate the heat transfer coeffrcient for the calorimeter surfaces is calculated

using equation C.2

, P ¿o,"C p,ptorrvptot" -,-dTpø* î 1
tL---À

Apø,"Vo¡, -Tou,") dt

The To¡, is measured using the thermocouples mounted on the support block for

each thermocouple. Tpurc is the average of the thermocouples mounted on the

calorimeter plate.

The determination of C is cornpleted by plotting the ft values calculated for each

4

rime interval as a tunction of 
[7})t 

for each time interval. Any time intervals

where the rate of change in plate temperature was less than 5oClmin should be

neglected as transition points when using Cycle I. An altemative to this approach

to eliminating outliers is to manually elimiriate any points that are obviously far

outside the trend envelope of the scatter in the calorimeter data. The slope of a
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zero y-intercept linear trend line fit to the å versus (å)t plot is the C constant of

the autoclave.

C3.2 XY Position Experiment

The XY position experiment is used to determine the coeffrcients of the XY position

model for a given autoclave. The form of the XY position model is shown in equation

c.3.

Cx, =c*(A*XY + B+Y +D*X + E) C.3

The coefficients from the only autoclave characterized to date are as follows:

A: -l .5299

B:0.9965

D: -0.5643

E: 1.2805

With the completion of this characterization experiment, the XY model coefficients can

be determined for any autoclave. The XY position experimental procedure is:

o The two calorimeters a¡e placed at the very front of the autoclave straight section

in the side by side configuration presented in section 4.3.2.3 with the outer edges

of the plate being no closer than 0.1 meters from the autoclave walls for the first

trial. The inner edges of the two calorimeters are at least 0.1 meters apart as well.

If the autoclave is not large enough to accommodate such geometry, smaller
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calorimeters can be used or at the very least the spacing of 0.1 meters between the

plate inner edges is preserved. For the second and third trials the calorimeter

plates are placed at the axial center and at the very back of the autoclave staigbt

section using the same geometry described for the frst trail. Figure C.3 illustrates

the six positions to be examined.

. Three data sets are collected for each position to maintain statistical accuracy and

to allow the identification and elimination of outliers. For all data sets and tials

the calorimeters are exposed to Cycle II.

The following analysis is used to obtain the value for the coeffrcients A, B, D, E. The

definitions of the variables used in the following equations are provided in the

nomenclature section. For this analysis the changes in heat transfer coeffrcient in both

the X and the Y directions are assumed to be linear.

o The heat transfer coefficient, h, for the plate for each time interval is calculated

using the analysis provided in section C.3.1.

o The heat transfer coeffrcient for each time interval is plotted versus the absolute

air temperature for each time interval. Any obvious outliers are eliminated prior

to the frtting of a linear trend line to the plot. The value of the trend line at a

temperature of 370 K is assumed to be the heat transfer coefficient for the position

under investigation. This temperatur€ was chosen because it is the median air

temperature developed by Cycle tr
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The h value for the autoclave for a pressure of 687 kPa and a temperature of 370

K is calculated using the C constant found in the charactenzation experiment

using equation C.4.

c.4

Thç ratio of the h for the position in question and the ft calculated in equation C.4

is determined. Once this ratio is deterrnined for each of the six XY positions the

model coeffrcients can be calculated in the following manner.

The ratio h ,y,i / å is plotted as a fi¡nction of autoclave air temperature for two y

positions. The data is fitted to linear trend lines of the form shown in equations

C.5 and C.6.

h = c. Ioszoool;
\370)

hn.,
--i::-1-=m,*X*bl
h,

hru,
-l=:mr*X+b,

h

The values of m7,m2 and bt,bz are obtained by this fitting.

c.5

The following equations are used to calculate the coefficients for equation C.3.

These equations assume thatyl ls the Y coordinate of the first Y point and 12 is

the Y coordinate of the second Y point.

c.6

c.7' 
ffiz-ffit

lz-lt
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B - 
b'-bt
lz-lt

D=ffir-A*lt

E=bt-B*lt

c.8

c.9

c.r0
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Back PositionCenter Position

Note that n cannot be less than 0.1 meters.

Figure C.3: XY Position Experiment Calorimeter Locations
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